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I.

NATURE OF THE ACTION
1.

This is a securities fraud class action on behalf ofpurchasers of the common stock of

J&J during the period from October 14, 2008 through July 21, 2010 (the “Class Period”). Lead
Plaintiff, on behalf of itself and the other members of the proposed Class, seeks to pursue remedies
under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (the “Exchange Act”) to recover the economic losses
suffered as a result of the conscious and reckless scheme undertaken by Defendants to artificially
inflate J&J’s stock price during the Class Period.
2.

J&J is a Fortune 500 Company, and its common stock trades on the New York Stock

Exchange. Among other things, the Company manufactures and sells widely-recognized brands of
over-the-counter (“OTC”) drugs through its McNeil-PPC, Inc. (“McNeil”) subsidiary. Prior to J&J’s
acquisition of Pfizer, Inc.’s Consumer Healthcare business (“PCH”) in January 2007, McNeil’s OTC
manufacturing operations were regulated and supervised by executives and scientists in J&J’s
Pharmaceutical division who had a background in the production and regulation ofprescription drug
products. However, following the acquisition of PCH, in a critical business move designed to cut
costs, J&J shifted the responsibility for regulation and quality assurance of its OTC medicines to the
Company’s Consumer division headed by Defendant Goggins who, according to former employees,
lacked any pharmaceuticals training or background. This shift in oversight responsibility, as well as
a reckless, undisciplined cost-cutting campaign, dramatically altered quality control at J&J for years
to come, resulting in embarrassing and alarming product defects, widespread recalls, the closure of a
manufacturing plant in Fort Washington, Pennsylvania, a Congressional investigation and a
permanent injunction filed by the U.S. Department of Justice.
3.

According to Confidential Witnesses who were responsible for quality control at

J&J’s Fort Washington plant and at another J&J manufacturing plant in Puerto Rico, Goggins and
other members of the J&J Executive Committee deliberately and recklessly cut critical funding for
1
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quality control. As a result, experienced staffers were laid off and replaced with new employees
who lacked pharmaceutical experience. These initiatives scuttled the efforts of long-time plant
employees who constantly sought approval for funds to replace outdated and faulty equipment and
otherwise rectify known, poor quality control conditions, for which McNeil had been admonished by
the FDA.
4. Throughout the Class Period, Defendants went to great efforts to hide the growing
quality control failures within the Company. Perhaps the most striking example was the Company’s
orchestration of an undisclosed “phantom” recall of defective Motrin pills manufactured at McNeil’s
Las Piedras, Puerto Rico plant in 2009. As demonstrated by internal J&J e-mails between Company
executives subpoenaed by Congress and revealed during a Congressional hearing on May 27, 2010,
the phantom Motrin recall was designed at the highest levels of management, including the President
of J&J’s McNeil subsidiary, Defendant Luther. In connection with this stealth recall, Company
officials instructed third-party contractors to go into stores, act like typical consumers, not reveal
their true identities and clandestinely buy up the defective Motrin from the shelves. The covert
contractors were instructed in writing to “simply ‘act’ like a regular customer while making these
purchases. THERE MUST BE NO MENTION OF THIS BEING A RECALL OF THE
PRODUCT!” (emphasis in original). After being reprimanded by the FDA in July 2009,
Defendants eventually informed the public of the defective product, but never disclosed that the
Company had engaged in this phantom recall during the first half of 2009. The revelation of the
deceptive phantom recall would not come for another ten months—dramatically on the floor of the
House of Representatives—after J&J had been forced to turn over the incriminating e-mails as part
of Congress’ investigation.

2
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5.

At the same time that the Company was surreptitiously devising the phantom recall of

defective Motrin, J&J received a series of customer complaints which had begun in April 2008
concerning tainted Tylenol and other medicines produced at a J&J plant in Las Piedras, Puerto Rico
that had a moldy, musty smell and induced nausea and stomach pain. After a twenty-month delay in
discovering the cause of the defect, J&J recalled a limited number of Tylenol product in November
and December 2009. Publicly, Defendants downplayed these limited recalls as an isolated incident.
6.

On January 15, 2010, the FDA sent a scathing warning letter to J&J’s Chief

Executive Officer, Defendant William Weldon, and Defendant Luther, expressing the FDA’s
grave concerns about the Company’s failure to report and conduct a “timely, comprehensive
investigation” of adverse events and to comply with quality control standards. The FDA
reproached Defendants, stating: “Neither upper management at J&J nor at McNeil Consumer
Healthcare assured timely investigation and resolution of these issues.” Just five weeks later, on
February 19, 2010, the FDA called what it has referred to as an “extraordinary meeting” of
senior Company officials, including Defendants Goggins, J&J’s Worldwide Chairman of the
Consumer Group, and Luther, during which the FDA expressed serious concerns regarding the
phantom recalls of defective Motrin and systemic, recurrent quality control failures. The FDA
also expressed its distress over the lax “culture of compliance” at the Company.
7.

Notwithstanding J&J senior management’s knowledge or reckless disregard of the

systemic quality control breakdowns within the Company, Defendants, in an effort to boost
reported earnings and the Company’s stock price during the Class Period, constricted spending
on quality assurance and reduced headcount, including essential quality control personnel, to
counterbalance decreased sales and revenues from expiring patents on some of J&J’s marquee
prescription medicines.

3
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8.

Defendants falsely and recklessly assured shareholders and investors that the

Company’s “cost containment” efforts had no adverse impact on J&J’s business.
Contemporaneously, during the Class Period, Defendants reported record increases in Consumer
sales from the PCH acquisition and concealed from the public the true extent of risks resulting
from the Company’s lax quality control for its iconic brands like Tylenol, Motrin and St.
Joseph’s Aspirin. After the FDA seized its authority and required J&J to fully implement recalls of
defective OTC medicines, the truth began gradually to emerge.
9.

J&J recalled numerous lots of Tylenol, Motrin, Benadryl, and other OTC medicines

in late 2009 and early 2010. On April 20, 2010, J&J announced that recalls of OTC Consumer
products had adversely impacted J&J’s Consumer segment revenues and earnings during first
quarter 2010. J&J’s stock price began to decline from a Class Period high closing price of $66.03 on
April 19, 2010, as the true impact of concealed risks from the Company’s control breakdowns began
gradually to be revealed.
10.

Ten days later, on April 30, 2010, the Company announced a broad-based recall of

millions ofbottles of infants’ and children’s OTC medicines, including pediatric and infant versions
of Tylenol, Motrin, Zyrtec and Benadryl. What the Company did not disclose, however, was that
J&J had initiated the recall only after being prompted by an FDA inspection of the Fort Washington
plant, which received a blistering “Form 483” inspection report. The FDA’s inspection identified,
among other things, the presence of bacterial contamination among the raw materials used to
produce children’s Tylenol, and cited the Company’s failure to respond adequately to 46 customer
complaints received from consumers between June 2009 and April 2010 regarding foreign materials
and black particles in the children’s medicines. Within days, on May 5, 2010, J&J announced that it
was closing the Fort Washington plant.

4
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11.

Even after the announcement of this massive recall, Defendants continued to mask

the true widespread nature of J&J’s control failures. Defendant Caruso, the Company’s Chief
Financial Officer, recklessly assured investors during a May 11, 2010 investor conference that
the Company’s control deficiencies were limited to the Fort Washington plant, characterizing the
FDA’s crackdown on Fort Washington as an isolated occurrence. This statement was false and
misleading and omitted material information regarding the Company’s systemic quality
assurance failures. Indeed, just four months earlier the FDA had sent Defendants Weldon and
Luther correspondence expressly styled as a “Warning Letter,” described above, which chastised
the Company for its control breakdowns and failure to investigate timely and adequately product
defects associated with Tylenol and other tablets manufactured at the Las Piedras, Puerto Rico
plant. Also, just three months earlier, FDA compliance staff had met with Goggins, Luther and
other Company executives to express their outrage at the undisclosed, stealth recalls ofMotrin–
also manufactured at the Las Piedras plant.
12.

On May 27, 2010, the U.S. House of Representatives Committee on Oversight and

Government Reform (the “House Committee”) held a hearing during which the Committee exposed
to the public for the first time evidence of the phantom recalls of Motrin, including e-mail
communications between Luther and senior J&J officials in which they concocted the phantom
recalls. In shocking contrast to evidence presented in documents J&J produced to Congress,
Defendant Goggins flatly denied J&J management’s knowledge of the phantom recalls—testimony
which the House Committee found non-credible. The House Committee’s Chairman commented
during the hearing that the information and testimony received from J&J “ raises questions about the
integrity of the company” and “paints a picture of a company that is deceptive, dishonest and has
risked the health of many of our children.”

5
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13.

The true adverse financial impact of J&J’s undisclosed quality control failures – the

result of the Company’s systemic, reckless approach to cost-cutting and quality assurance – was not
revealed until July 20, 2010, when the Company announced that recalls and the closure of the Fort
Washington plant would adversely impact sales in 2010 by approximately $650 million. On the very
next day, the market learned that the FDA had issued yet another damaging Form 483 inspection
report, this time directed at the Company’s Lancaster, Pennsylvania manufacturing plant which was
cited for similar serious quality control violations.
14.

In response to these revelations exposing the true impact of the concealed risks from

known or recklessly disregarded quality control deficiencies, J&J’s stock price fell to close at $57.12
on July 21, 2010, the end of the Class Period.
15.

As alleged fully herein, throughout the Class Period, Defendants provided materially

false and misleading information to the public and omitted material facts in violation of the
Exchange Act. The defective medicine recalls, plant closing, spate of scolding FDA citations and
negative impact on sales were caused by Defendants’ conscious disregard of known deficiencies in
J&J’s quality controls and reckless cost cutting to protect J&J’s inimitable legacy of consecutive
year-after-year increases in sales, revenues and dividends.
16.

The securities claims in this action are based upon Defendants’ conscious and

reckless concealment of the true nature of the Company’s irresponsible cost-cutting and resulting
quality control exposures throughout the Class Period.
17.

As a consequence of Defendants’ conscious and reckless material misrepresentations

and omissions in their public statements, the price of J&J’s common stock was artificially inflated
throughout the Class Period, and as the truth about J&J’s lack of quality controls was revealed, J&J’s

6
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investors lost hundreds of millions of dollars as this inflation was corrected. Lead Plaintiff,
therefore, brings this action to recover its losses.
II.

JURISDICTION & VENUE
18.

The claims asserted herein arise under and pursuant to Sections 10(b) and 20(a) ofthe

Exchange Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 78j (b) and 78t(a), and Rule 1 0b-5 promulgated thereunder (17 C.F.R. §
240.10b-5).
19.

This Court has jurisdiction over the subject matter of this action pursuant to Section

27 of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. § 78aa) and 28 U.S.C. § 1331.
20.

Venue is proper in the District ofNew Jersey pursuant to Section 27 of the Exchange

Act, 15 U.S.C. § 78aa, and 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b). J&J maintains its principal executive offices and
corporate headquarters in this District at One Johnson & Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick, New
Jersey, and accordingly substantial acts in furtherance of the alleged fraud and/or its effects have
occurred within this District. In addition, J&J is incorporated in the State of New Jersey.
21.

In connection with the acts, conduct and other wrongs alleged in this Complaint,

Defendants, directly or indirectly, used the means and instrumentalities of interstate commerce,
including but not limited to, the United States mails, interstate telephone communications and the
facilities of the national securities exchange.
III.

THE PARTIES
A.

Plaintiff

22. Lead Plaintiff, AP7, is a state pension fund in Sweden that manages over $14 billion
in premium pension assets on behalf of Swedish investors. During the Class Period, as a result of
Defendants’ materially false and misleading statements and omissions, AP7 suffered losses
exceeding $2.9 million on purchases of J&J stock, as reflected in the Certification previously filed

7
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with the Court. These purchases were made on the New York Stock Exchange. By Order dated
December 6, 2010, this Court appointed AP7 as Lead Plaintiff in this action.
B.

Defendants

23.

Defendant Johnson & Johnson (previously defined herein as “J&J” or the

“Company”) is a corporation organized under the laws of the State of New Jersey with its principal
executive offices and corporate headquarters located at One Johnson & Johnson Plaza, New
Brunswick, New Jersey. J&J manufactures and sells pharmaceutical products, medical devices and
consumer packaged goods, including OTC drugs through a variety of subsidiaries, including McNeil.
24.

Defendant William C. Weldon (previously defined herein as “Weldon”) was J&J’s

Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer (“CEO”) throughout the Class Period. In this
capacity, Weldon signed the Company’s Annual Reports filed with the SEC on Form 10-K, and
certified their truth and accuracy pursuant to the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (“Sarbanes-Oxley”).
Weldon also certified, as required by Sarbanes-Oxley, the truth and accuracy of J&J’s Quarterly
Reports on Form 10-Q, which were filed with the SEC. Weldon’s Sarbanes-Oxley certificates were
attached to J&J’s Form 10-K and Form 10-Q filings for the years 2008, 2009, and 2010, certifying
that the information contained in the Company’s financial statements fairly presented in all material
respects the financial condition and results of J&J’s operations.
25.

Defendant Dominic J. Caruso (previously defined herein as “Caruso”) was J&J’s

Chief Financial Officer (“CFO”), Principal Financial Officer and Vice President of Finance during
the Class Period. In his capacity as CFO during the Class Period, Caruso signed J&J’s Quarterly and
Annual Reports filed with the SEC on Forms 10-Q and 10-K, and signed Sarbanes-Oxley
certifications attached thereto, certifying that the information contained in the Company’s financial
statements fairly presented in all material respects the financial condition and results of J&J’s
operations.
8
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26.

Defendant Colleen A. Goggins (previously defined herein as “Goggins”) was the

Worldwide Chairman of the Consumer Group and a member of J&J’s Executive Committee
throughout the Class Period. Goggins joined J&J in 1981 and was promoted from various positions
before becoming a member of the J&J Executive Committee in 2001 and assuming the helm of the
Company’s Consumer division as Worldwide Chairman.
27.

Defendant Peter Luther (previously defined herein as “Luther”) was President of

J&J’s McNeil subsidiary during the Class Period. J&J promoted Luther to President of McNeil in
January 2009, where he was responsible for manufacturing practices, marketing and sales for all of
J&J’s consumer products produced at all of the McNeil facilities.
28.

Defendants Weldon, Caruso, Goggins and Luther are sometimes collectively referred

to herein as the “Individual Defendants.”
IV. SUBSTANTIVE ALLEGATIONS
A.

The Production and Quality of J&J’s OTC Medicines Was Historically
Regulated And Controlled By the Company’s Pharmaceutical Division

29.

J&J is the 33rd largest publicly-traded corporation in the United States and has a

market capitalization of more than $160 billion. The Company describes its global conglomeration
of Consumer, Pharmaceutical and Medical Device and Diagnostic businesses as the “Johnson &
Johnson Family of Companies.” Through its family of companies, J&J engages in the research and
development, manufacture and sale of a broad range of healthcare products throughout the world and
is organized into three primary business segments: (i) Consumer Health Care; (ii) Pharmaceutical;
and (iii) Medical Devices & Diagnostics. Revenues across the segments are depicted below.

9
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2009 Sales By Segment
(in billions of dollars)
`F

$15,803
26%

$23,574
38%

n Consumer
n Pharmaceutical
n Medical Devices

$22,520
35%

30.

Although producing less revenue than each of the other two J&J business segments,

the Consumer division is responsible for a wide variety of products that are synonymous with the
J&J name – including iconic OTC medicines such as Tylenol, Motrin and Benadryl.
31.

Prior to 2007, J&J had historically controlled and regulated the manufacture and

quality assurance for its OTC medicines through the Company’s Pharmaceutical division. The
products were manufactured by J&J’s McNeil subsidiary. Through McNeil, J&J marketed a broad
range of well-known and trusted OTC products around the world, including pain relievers, allergy
medicines, antacids, nasal decongestants, as well as medicines for coughs and colds. Tylenol and
Motrin, among other products, are produced and marketed by McNeil.
32.

Because quality control for McNeil was seated within the Pharmaceutical division of

J&J prior to 2007, these OTC products were subjected to the same rigorous quality control
procedures as J&J’s prescription medicines, according to a Confidential Witness employed as a
former Quality Control Manager at McNeil during 2007-08 and throughout the Class Period who
supervised McNeil quality control employees at J&J manufacturing plants in Fort Washington,
Pennsylvania and Puerto Rico (“CW1”).

10
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33.

In 2004, the Food and Drug Administration (“FDA”) critically cited McNeil’s

manufacturing and testing processes in a long Form 483 (“483”), a report documenting significant
observations of deviations from current Good Manufacturing Practices (“cGMP”) during the FDA’s
inspection. The 483 indicated multiple infractions by McNeil, including incomplete investigations;
bad sampling practices; poor record-keeping of customer complaints; and adverse reactions to
pharmaceutical products.
34.

In response to the 483, in 2005, J&J hired a new director of quality, Bob Miller.

According to an investigation by Fortune magazine which culminated in an article published on
August 19, 2010 entitled “Why J&J’s headache won’t go away,” Miller was an “ex-Pfizer staffer”
who brought with him to McNeil a team of former Pfizer colleagues with the “collective know-how”
to resolve the problems cited by the FDA. The Fortune article chronicles former McNeil
executives’, staffers’ and directors’ first-hand accounts of the historical “zero tolerance approach”
taken in McNeil’s quality-control department when under the control and supervision of J&J’s
Pharmaceutical division. According to a Confidential Witness who reported to Bob Miller
beginning in 2005 and worked in McNeil’s quality assurance for manufacturing operations at the
Fort Washington and Puerto Rico plants until 2009 (“CW2”), Bob Miller was “transparent” with the
FDA, and subsequent to his arrival at McNeil, the FDA only made minor observations at McNeil’s
Fort Washington plant. During this period, CW2 described the Fort Washington plant as “so clean
you could eat off the floor.”
B.

The Demise of Quality Control Following J&J’s Acquisition of Pfizer’s
Consumer Healthcare Business

35.

In or around January of 2007, J&J shifted the responsibility for regulation and quality

assurance of its OTC medicines from the Company’s Pharmaceutical division to the Consumer
division.

11
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36.

The demotion of quality control for OTC medicines from the highly-regulated

Pharmaceuticals division of J&J to the Consumer division – where baby care, skin and hair care
products were mass produced – was part of an executive decision to reduce costs and increase profits
across business segments after J&J acquired the Pfizer Consumer Healthcare (“PCH”) business in
January 2007. The $16.6 billion PCH acquisition was the largest transaction in J&J’s history.
Pfizer’s PCH division produced Listerine, Sudafed and Benadryl, among other products. In addition
to these brands, the coveted prize of the Pfizer consumer business was the OTC rights to distribute
Zyrtec – a $600 million prescription allergy wonder drug with a patent expiring in 2007. After the
acquisition was finalized, the new home for the OTC Zyrtec and other new Pfizer product lines
among the J&J Family of Companies was “Johnson & Johnson Healthcare Products Division of
McNeil-PPC, Inc.” or simply “McNeil,” as it is commonly known.
37.

Following the closing of the acquisition, on January 1, 2007, Defendants stripped

responsibility for manufacturing and quality control at McNeil from the Pharmaceutical division of
the Company and shifted it to J&J’s Consumer division.
38.

The Consumer division was run by Defendant Colleen Goggins who, according to

CW1, had no pharmaceuticals training or background – “she made baby shampoo all of her life.”
CW 1 stated that Goggins had always run a consumer business which did not call for pharmaceutical
experience because the products it manufactured were “like hand lotion with no active ingredient.”
39.

Goggins was the “Worldwide Chairman” of J&J’s Consumer Group. She also was a

member of J&J’s Executive Committee. At the time of J&J’s PCH acquisition and throughout the
Class Period, Defendant William Weldon, J&J’s Chairman of the Board of Directors and CEO, and
Defendant Dominic Caruso, J&J’s CFO, served with Goggins on the Company’s nine-member
Executive Committee. Weldon served as the Chairman of the Executive Committee. According to

12
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J&J’s Annual Report for 2007, “the Executive Committee of Johnson & Johnson is the principal
management group responsible for the operations and allocation of the resources of the Company.”
The Annual Report further specified that the Executive Committee “oversees and coordinates the
activities of the Consumer, Pharmaceutical and Medical Devices and Diagnostics business
segments.”
40.

With the merger of Pfizer consumer products into J&J’s Consumer division, and

specifically into McNeil, the Executive Committee expanded Goggins’ responsibility to include
quality control at McNeil and thus quality control over all of J&J’s OTC pharmaceutical products.
Through this change in oversight responsibility, essential quality assurance for the production, raw
materials and suppliers for all OTC medicines quietly shifted to J&J’s Consumer Group.
41. The FDA noted in an Establishment Inspection Report issued after a May 9, 2009 to
June 4, 2009 inspection of J&J’s Fort Washington, Pennsylvania plant that “McNeil Consumer
Healthcare now reports to the Consumer Sector and has pulled away from the Pharmaceutical
Sector.” Unbeknownst to the FDA, consumers or J&J investors, changes to the Company’s
reporting structure and restrictions on the allocation ofresources and funding to McNeil, which were
implemented at the direction of the Executive Committee in 2007 and 2008, had begun to
dramatically erode quality control at McNeil. According to a confidential witness who was former
Director of Quality at McNeil who was responsible for overall quality assurance at McNeil’s North
American manufacturing facilities, from early 2005 through early 2008 (“CW3”), Goggins was
“clueless” about quality control. With Goggins at the helm, J&J’s quality controls drifted away from
a policy of zero-tolerance to one that emphasized reckless cost-cutting.

13
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C.

Aggressive Cost Cutting in J&J’s Consumer
Division Erodes Product Ouality

42.

J&J’s brand image depends heavily on the consistency of its consumer products and

the Company’s professed “zero-tolerance” approach to product defects. Defendants routinely
reinforce customers’ and investors’ confidence in J&J’s unwavering commitment to quality by
professing strict adherence to a Company “Credo” that epitomizes the ostensible commitment to
quality and to the safety of customers. The Credo boldly states: “ We believe ourfirst responsibility
is to the doctors, patients, and nurses, to mothers andfathers and all others who use our services.
In meeting their needs everything we do must be ofhigh quality.” The Credo was posted on J&J’s
website every day of the Class Period. The Credo is set forth in full and attached hereto as Exhibit
A.
43.

During the integration of the Pfizer consumer business with McNeil’s business,

Defendants essentially abandoned their Credo. They established unreasonable financial targets and
then mandated aggressive cost cutting that materialized in a series of recalls that resulted in repeated
blows to J&J’s perceived ubiquitous quality. In its Annual Report for full-year 2006, J&J reported
that “we logged:”
•

our 74th consecutive year of sales increases,

•

our 23rd consecutive year of earnings increases, and

•

our 44th consecutive year of dividend increases.

Defendant Weldon commented: “This is a record matched by very few, if any, companies in
history.”
44. Against this legacy, and notwithstanding the projected influx of a new $600 million
stream of revenue from OTC Zyrtec sales, expiring patents in the Pharmaceutical division interfered
with Defendants’ ability to continue reporting unabated overall growth and achieve post-PCH
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acquisition targets. Defendants repeatedly told analysts and investors that the $16.6 billion PCH
acquisition would be “accretive” to J&J’s bottom line by 2009 – one year earlier than initially
planned. While describing their efforts to achieve financial targets as “thoughtful, disciplined actions
to streamline and improve our cost structure,” Defendants instead recklessly abandoned quality
assurance and good manufacturing practices.
1.
45.

A “Top-Down” Cost Constriction is Imposed on McNeil

Goggins and the other members of the J&J Executive Committee implemented a

“top-down” constriction to the budget for McNeil, including its quality-control department,
according to CW1. J&J’s executives provided McNeil’s quality control and other executives with a
multi-million total cost-reduction figure that had to be met by year-end 2007 and again in 2008.
Under the new regime, Goggins imposed “mind-boggling, unheard-of” cost-cutting goals, according
to a former McNeil executive interviewed during the Fortune investigation. Goggins created “crazy
matrices” that had the heads of research and development (“R&D”), purchasing and quality at
McNeil reporting to “chiefs” in J&J’s Consumer division and ultimately coming together at
Goggins’ level, according to a former McNeil employee quoted in the Fortune article. The former
employee stated that Goggins “wanted granular control over decision-making.” Other McNeil
executives are quoted in the Fortune article as describing Goggins as a “micromanager.”
Disruptions from changes Goggins implemented to centralize functions in the Consumer division
and meet aggressive cost-cutting goals, transformed J&J’s “zero tolerance” quality control approach
into a lax setting that allowed subpar and defective medicinal products to enter into the stream of
commerce.
46.

To enforce these cost-cutting measures—euphemistically called the “Cost

Improvement Project” or “CIP”—J&J hired a 3-person team of cost cutters referred to internally as
the “CIP Group.” Ironically, one of the tasks of the newly-hired CIP Group was to enforce cost
15
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reductions through termination of personnel, including employees in McNeil’s quality control
department. According to the former McNeil Quality Control Manager, one of the CIP Group
members named Jose Villanueva was constantly seeking updates on the progress of achieving costcutting goals, asking quality control managers: “Where we at, where we at,” at least on a weekly
basis, seeking to expedite cost-cutting without any regard to the impact on quality assurance.
47.

Externally, Defendants publicly committed to squeeze $500 to $600 million out of

J&J’s Consumer cost structure. J&J’s Annual Report noted that the Company had to re-site
manufacturing operations, consolidate facilities and re-label products to integrate Pfizer consumer
products into J&J’s business. The Company boasted that the integration was accomplished with
“virtually no disruption to day-to-day business.” Goggins reported to analysts, investors and
consumers that J&J’s cost-containment efforts were not having any adverse impact on J&J’s
operations. Internally, however, quality control at McNeil began to weaken, as experienced staffers
were laid off and replaced with new employees who lacked technical pharmaceutical experience.
J&J’s CIP goals taxed an already-strained quality control system and foreclosed necessary plant
improvements at the Fort Washington, Pennsylvania plant where children’s and infants’ Motrin,
Tylenol and other liquid medicines were manufactured.
48.

Following the PCH acquisition and the shift in OTC product oversight to the

Consumer Division, Defendants increasingly accepted or willfully ignored an alarming number of
quality control problems. For example, the Fortune investigation cited to an internal J&J
memorandum dated August 21, 2007 reporting a “high percentage of operator errors in every
McNeil work center” and found that the Company’s quality team put “very little effort” into
analyzing its own processes to identify and correct defects. The memorandum criticized that quality
control teams “didn’t act properly on test data” and used “very little” rationale to justify when and
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how it sampled for flaws. The memorandum, which was routed at least as high as head of quality,
obviously indicated that serious problems were brewing.
2.
49.

Efforts By Quality Assurance Managers to Secure Critical
Funding For Improvements to Controls Are Thwarted By Management

A former “Risk Management” employee (“CW4”) who worked at McNeil in its

Quality Assurance department as a quality analyst for many years and who oversaw consumer
complaints until he was terminated in 2008 after the “Pfizer reorganization” stated that the problems
at McNeil “did not happen overnight.” CW4 stated that prior to the purchase of Pfizer’s PCH
division, McNeil’s quality problems had improved under the direction of Miller, but after the Pfizer
acquisition, “McNeil was hard pressed.” CW4 stated that during his tenure with J&J, he was the
“voice of the consumer” at McNeil, but after the PCH acquisition, McNeil had been reorganized, and
CW4 was transferred from quality assurance and then terminated.
50.

CW 1 stated that prior to the PCH acquisition reorganization, “long neglected” quality

systems “were on their way to being fixed” under Miller. Subsequently, after acquisition when
McNeil’s quality assurance department and reporting structure were reorganized, Miller ran quality
as well as can be expected “considering the financial pressure to cut costs” and the severe reduction
in head count. CW1 stated that Miller’s superiors constantly pushed him to reduce costs to meet
financial targets and that it was counterintuitive to expect Miller to attempt to improve quality
control while reducing costs.
51.

According to CW1, costs for the CIP were monitored on a spreadsheet called

“Savings in Quality Across the Organization,” and the annual budget for McNeil’s quality control
was cut by $2.8 to $2.9 million in 2008 and similarly in 2009. CW1 stated that this equated to the
need to reduce headcount by roughly 12 persons per year because most of the cost in the quality
assurance department were attributed to personnel – “employee salaries accounted for 80-90% of
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McNeil’s budget” for quality control. According to CW1, Goggins denied Miller’s request to
employ additional former Pfizer employees to help “tackle the additional load at McNeil” after the
PCH acquisition.
52.

According to a former McNeil Quality Assurance Supervisor from 2000 through early

2009 who was responsible for cGMP compliance and investigations of quality control at McNeil
(“CW5”), the FDA observed that there were not enough Quality Assurance employees working at
the Fort Washington plant. The FDA memorialized the lack of adequate quality control personnel in
an FDA inspection report dated June 4, 2009.
53.

According to CW1 and CW5, in 2007 and 2008, quarterly “Town Hall Meetings”

were conducted at McNeil and attended by all McNeil corporate and plant executives and employees
at the Fort Washington site. The meetings were held in the employee cafeteria. According to CW1,
at one such meeting, a “brave” plant floor worker questioned Luther as to why there was a strict need
to reduce costs and eliminate jobs in light of the $600 million infusion ofbusiness from Zyrtec OTC
sales. Luther responded that the need to reduce costs was Company-wide and not limited to McNeil.
54.

The shift in focus from quality control and compliance under the Pharmaceutical

segment to greater cost controls and hence greater profit margins under the Consumer segment
scuttled efforts by Bob Miller and McNeil’s other quality control managers to secure funding from
their superiors for improvements at the Fort Washington plant. As CW1 described, quality control
managers at McNeil were unable to remedy reported problems because they were denied approval
for the necessary funding. When McNeil’s managers made quarterly and annual funding requests,
their superiors, including Defendant Luther, either denied the requests or delayed their approval for
up to two years.

In one instance, when the Fort Washington plant’s roof leaked on production

equipment, months passed before McNeil superiors granted the funding to repair it. In fact, when
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asked for this funding, the superiors appeared unconcerned, answering “We’ll see.” In addition to
the leaky roof, CW1 noted that many “HVAC” air-conditioning systems in the plant were broken
and needed replacement.
3.
55.

Quality Control Continues to Deteriorate As Defendants Press for the
Achievement of Financial Targets

McNeil’s quality control problems accelerated as cultural and financial differences

between McNeil and other Consumer divisions became more acute. As former McNeil executives
described to Fortune: “The people who ran [J&J’s Pharmaceutical segment] understood the
requirements associated with [regulatory] compliance and the investments required to keep that up.”
On the other hand, the Consumer segment relied more on marketing or, “smoke and mirrors,” as an
ex-McNeil director ridiculed. According to CW1, heads of J&J’s Consumer business, which after
the PCH acquisition were tasked with responsibility for McNeil, constantly butted heads with Bob
Miller.
56.

The most striking distinction between McNeil and the rest of the Consumer segment

was in profit margins. While companies in the Consumer segment typically had margins around 10
percent, McNeil generated more than twice that amount, making McNeil a prime target to absorb
cutbacks in order for J&J to meet its ambitious post-PCH acquisition financial targets. Goggins’
intent to squeeze every cost, combined with the lack of pharmaceutical experience among her and
her team of executives in the Consumer segment, caused J&J to make ill-advised operational
reductions at McNeil. For instance, according to the Fortune article, a dispute arose between a vice
president of McNeil and one of Goggins’ chiefs over the cost to transfer Pfizer production lines to
McNeil’s Fort Washington plant. While the vice president insisted that typically such a transfer
would cost $600,000 per product because the process was arduous and heavily regulated, Goggins’
team scoffed at this amount and estimated that it was going to cost only $250,000. McNeil
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employees recognized that it would be nearly impossible to conduct the transfer successfully within
the $250,000 budget, but nevertheless followed this directive in order to preserve their jobs.
57.

According to CW1, management of J&J’s Consumer segment as well as McNeil’s

Board of Directors were aware of the quality control problems at McNeil’s Fort Washington plant
because they received not only verbal notice of these issues but also Internal Audit Reports that
tracked metrics and deficiencies from annual plant audits. Although management generally
promised to remedy these quality control problems, in reality they often postponed improvements
and redirect funding to other segments of the Company. CW1 stated that McNeil made minimal
improvements to the Fort Washington plant, and the changes were neither timely nor sufficient.
According to CW1, Miller made many quarterly and annual funding requests that CW1 reviewed,
but the requests were not approved for up to two years – CW1 stated that it was a “struggle to get
funding to fix Fort Washington’s problems” after the PCH acquisition because there was so much
financial pressure under the Consumer Group. CW1 stated that the Consumer Group was more
focused on profit margins than concerned with fixing quality control and compliance issues. CW3
stated that he became a “plague” to employees when he carried out orders to consolidate to save
millions of dollars after the PCH acquisition.
58.

During McNeil’s annual facility audits, auditors graded each facility with a

“satisfactory,” “marginal” or “unsatisfactory” rating. CW1 reported that in both 2006 and 2007, the
Fort Washington plant received unsatisfactory ratings. Consequently, CW1, Miller and others
recommended shutting down the Fort Washington plant to McNeil’s Board. J&J, however, refused
to close the plant because it wanted to continue “pushing its big-selling products out the door.”
According to CW3, the Consumer Group’s main concern was releasing as much product as possible
because, with the success of Tylenol, J&J basically had a “license to print money.” CW3 stated that
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J&J only issued a product recall when there was “no way around it” because product recalls affected
volume.
59.

In 2007 and 2008, the Consumer segment comprised 24% and 25%, respectively, of

J&J’s total revenues, compared with 18% prior to the PCH acquisition. Accordingly, the addition of
PCH product sales provided J&J a temporary boost, as Consumer revenues put J&J’s total revenues
on track to increase at least 12% in 2007, to approximately $60 billion. As depicted below, in 2008,
Consumer revenues jumped an additional 10.8% to $16 billion, and overall Company revenues
increased an additional 4.3%, to approximately $63.7 billion.

Sales By Segment
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J&J’s revenue boost following the PCH consumer acquisition was timely because by

the end of 2008, the Company’s outlook for its Pharmaceutical revenues appeared grim. As one
analyst predicted, based on the Company’s third quarter results for that year, “2009 is likely to be
one of the more challenging years for J&J in regards to its growth outlook.” Notably, J&J’s
profitable prescription drug franchises, including Risperdal, Topamax, and Cypher, were eroding
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after the expiration of their patents, while meaningful contributions from longer-term opportunities
involving other drug products had not yet materialized.
61.

J&J’s Consumer segment served as the Company’s security blanket. By pursuing

aggressive cost-cutting measures in the Consumer segment, J&J generated higher revenues and
earnings, which were in turn used to offset disappointing results in the Pharmaceuticals and Medical
Device segments. Unbeknownst to investors and shareholders, record Consumer sales and revenues
resulting from the Pfizer consumer acquisition were siphoned from the division. According to CW 1,
J&J denied funding for improvements at McNeil’s plants and told McNeil to come up with more
creative ways to use currently available resources. Therefore, funding was denied for criticallyneeded plant and other quality improvements to reduce costs to meet J&J’s earnings targets.
According to CW3, the pressure to release product was also felt by McNeil employees who made
quality control errors, including release of tainted product lots and incomplete, delayed quality
control investigations. During the Class Period, resulting product recalls, FDA citations and a
Congressional investigation eroded the Company’s iconic status as a responsible corporate citizen.
D.

J&J’s Product Recalls

62.

Without disclosing the decline in product quality caused by J&J’s over-zealous cost-

cutting measures, the undisciplined reshuffling of McNeil’s reporting structure, and suppression of
legitimate employee concerns about product quality, J&J issued a series of OTC medicine recalls.
Moreover, the recalls were not all “voluntary” as J&J led the public to believe.
1.
63.

J&J Conducts “Phantom Recalls” to Secretly Remove Defective Drug
Products From the Market Beginning in April 2009

On November 20, 2008, during routine stability testing at McNeil’s manufacturing

plant in Las Piedras, Puerto Rico, J&J discovered that a batch of Motrin tablets being tested during
quality assurance procedures failed to dissolve at the rate required by specifications for cGMP.
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After alerting the FDA to the product failure, J&J commenced efforts to minimize costs and reduce
adverse publicity by convincing the FDA that a recall was not necessary because the defective
Motrin purportedly was no longer publicly available.
64.

Rather than formally recalling the defective pills, J&J orchestrated a scheme to

remove the defective products from the shelves, without alerting customers. The Company informed
the FDA that the product, which had been distributed nationwide to convenience stores and gas
stations in 8-count vials, had been discontinued. To demonstrate that the product likely no longer
was available to consumers on store shelves, J&J hired a third-party contractor to assess the presence
of Motrin on store shelves. The FDA advised J&J that a recall would be necessary if the product
was available in the stores.
65.

Specifically, in March 2009, J&J hired Inmar, a company specializing in product

recalls, to surreptitiously “shop” a test sample of stores for the defective Motrin product. When the
results of the store sampling returned evidence that the product remained on store shelves, J&J used
third-party contractors to retrieve the product from stores, rather than conduct a public recall.
According to a Complaint filed against J&J by the Oregon Attorney General on January 11, 2011,
the product retrieval was essentially an unlawful secret recall and consisted of two phases. During
Phase I, Inmar employees covertly visited a sampling of 250 stores nationwide in order to determine
whether any Motrin eight-counts remained on store shelves. When visiting the stores, Inmar
employees purchased all available vials of defective Motrin products. During Phase II, Inmar hired
secret shoppers to visit each of the 5,000 stores that Defendants believed sold Motrin eight-count
vials and buy back the remaining defective product.
66.

Defendants’ management, including Aubrey Martina, an OTC Sales Strategy

Manager at J&J, Daniel Figus, a Sales Strategy Director at J&J, and Lily Vandermolen, an Associate
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Product Director at McNeil, developed instructions to guide Inmar Field Analysts through the
retrieval process without alerting store personnel of the recall. In an email dated March 31, 2009,
Martina stated that the form “should be very simple with no reference to why we are auditing.”
Vandermolen replied via email, asking, “Should we have a ‘script’ to provide a quick and approved
response vs. have them avoid any response?” She proposed adding to the script: “ If you are
questioned by store personnel simply advise that you have been asked to perform and audit and
refer them to XXXX.” (emphasis in original).
67.

On or about April 1, 2009, after obtaining approval from the Company’s legal

department of the final draft of the repurchase form, Vandermolen emailed it to Rob Small, Inmar’s
Director of Field Operations and Transportation. The final draft of the repurchase form instructed
Inmar field workers as follows:
DO NOT communicate to store personnel any information about this product. Just
purchase all available product. If you are questioned by store personnel, simply
advise that you have been asked to perform an audit and refer them to Amanda
Harper... (emphasis in original).
68.

By April 21, 2009, Inmar, at J&J’s direction, had visited 250 stores nationwide and

completed Phase I of the phantom recall. Inmar found and purchased 595 units of Motrin eightcount vials from four lot numbers including SHC003, SHC004, SCH002 and SHC042.
69.

In addition to those members of J&J’s management and legal department involved in

drafting, reviewing, and/or approving of the repurchase form instructions to Inmar field employees,
top executives at J&J, including Defendant Luther, played a role in directing the phantom recall.
According to CW1, Luther knew about all recalls because recalls were run by the “McNeil Board”
which included Luther. Correspondence on May 27, 2009 among several McNeil executives clearly
evidences Luther’s and other J&J executives’ participation in the phantom recall scheme. In
response to a memo from Robert “Bob” Miller, McNeil’s Vice President of Quality Assurance,
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OTC, to Gary Benedict, J&J’s Vice President of Sales, in which Miller raised concerns over the
Company’s ability to complete the secret withdrawal by the FDA’s deadline and the escalating
estimated expense of the third-party contractors caused by any delay, Luther wrote:
“Given our current financial situation, I hope we’re not going to double our
costs to do this. Let’s make this happen ASAP.”
70.

Minutes later, Benedict responded via email that he wanted more information

regarding the phantom recall plan. Recognizing that its product was unsafe, J&J nevertheless went
ahead with the phantom recall, thereby placing profits ahead of the safety of its customers.
71.

Inmar hired WIS International (“WIS”) to help with Phase II of the phantom recall.

At J&J’s direction, WIS field employees were emailed the following instructions on June 18, 2009:
You should simply ‘act’ like a regular customer while making these
purchases. THERE MUST BE NO MENTION OF THISBEINGA
RECALL OF THE PRODUCT! If asked, simply state that your
employer is checking the distribution chain of this product and needs
to have some of it purchased for the project (emphasis in original).
72.

After being reprimanded by the FDA for failing to launch a recall, J&J eventually

notified the public of the defective product. In a July 16, 2009 e-mail from Neisa Alonso, an FDA
investigator and emergency recall coordinator, wrote to Parziale that “ it seems that your company
is doing a recall even though you are calling it a retrieval.” The FDA’s position, she continued,
is that J&J should do a recall, because it already appears that one is under way. A recent Motrin
sampling, she added, failed a dissolution test and such failures “typically” result in recalls.
73.

Although the defective Motrin product retrievals were carried out beginning in April

2009, the phantom recalls were not publicly revealed until over a year later when the internal J&J
documents evidencing the recalls were exposed during a May 27, 2010 hearing before the U.S.
House of Representatives Committee on Oversight and Government Reform (the “House
Committee”). The House Committee expressed dismay that for months consumers had not been
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informed of the defective product or advised to dispense use of the product, despite J&J’s internal
evidence that the medicine would not reduce fever or remediate headaches as intended.
2.
74.

Children’s and Infants’ Tylenol is Recalled For Bacterial Contamination
in September 2009

While secretly pulling defective Motrin pills from retail shelves, on September 18,

2009, the Company posted a letter to doctors and medical professionals on the website,
www.tylenolprofessional.com , an exclusive website “intended for U.S. healthcare professionals
only.” The letter stated in relevant part:
Dear Healthcare Professional:
I am writing to inform you that, in consultation with the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration (FDA), McNeil Consumer Healthcare is voluntarily initiating a recall
of certain lots of Children’s and Infants’ TYLENOL® products that were
manufactured between April 2008 and June 2008...
The company has implemented this recall because examination of bulk raw material
detected that one of the inactive ingredients did not meet internal testing
requirements. Specifically, the gram-negative bacteria Burkholderia cepacia (B.
cepacia) was detected. The portion of raw material in which the bacteria was found
was isolated and was not used in the production of any finished product. However, it
was decided, as a precaution, to recall all product that utilized any ofthe raw material
manufactured at the same time as the raw material that tested positive for the
bacterial. Please note: No bacteria has been detected in finished product and the
finished product has met all specifications.
A review of the relevant published scientific literature regarding B. cepacia indicates
that while ingestion of contaminated pharmaceutical product is not known to be a
route of transmission of B. cepacia infection, infection has been reported following
the use of contaminated pharmaceutical products such as mouthwashes and nasal
sprays. Adverse health consequence of B. cepacia infections could be potentially
severe especially in high-risk patients, such as those with underlying pulmonary
disease, cystic fibrosis or compromised immune systems.
75.

Almost one week later, on September 24, 2009, the Company issued a press release

announcing the recall to consumers. In contrast to the September 18 letter, the press release was less
forthcoming in explaining J&J’s decision to issue the recall, vaguely stating that the recall was being
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implemented “as a precautionary measure” because “an unused portion of one inactive ingredient did
not meet all quality standards.”
3.
76.

J&J Waits Twenty Months to Recall Defective Pills Tainted with
Pesticide in November 2009

Contemporaneously with the events surrounding the phantom recall of Motrin, J&J

received a series of customer complaints beginning in April 2008 regarding tainted Tylenol and
other medicines that had a musty odor and induced nausea. According to CW1, the customer
complaints were enough to “trigger” an internal investigation. But J&J did not report the incidents
to the FDA. After a year-long delay in discovering the cause of the product defect, on November 6,
2009, J&J recalled a limited number of OTC Tylenol Arthritis tablets in the wake of numerous
additional customer complaints in 2009 identifying an uncharacteristic smell or taste associated with
the product. In certain complaints, consumers reported nausea and related symptoms after
consuming the Tylenol medicine.
77.

One month after the limited recall, on December 18, 2009, J&J expanded the recall to

include all lots of the Tylenol Arthritis product, explaining that the cause of the unusual moldy,
musty, or mildew-like odor that was associated with nausea, stomach pain, vomiting and diarrhea
was the presence of trace amounts of a chemical called 2,4,6-tribromoanisole (“TBA”), the source of
which was believed to be the breakdown of a chemical used to treat wooden pallets that transport
and store packaging materials.
78.

One month later, on January 15, 2010, McNeil announced a third similar recall,

expanding its earlier recalls associated with complaints of an uncharacteristic odor to include a
widespread recall of Tylenol products and other affected brands such Motrin and Benadryl.
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79.

On that same day, the FDA sent Defendants Weldon and Luther a warning letter (the

“FDA Warning Letter”) documenting serious deficiencies at the Company’s Las Piedras, Puerto
Rico plant, which had caused the product problems triggering the series of recalls.
80.

According to the FDA Warning Letter, J&J first received a number of

“uncharacteristic odor” complaints in 2008. However, the Company did not take action until 2009,
when, after continuing to receive such complaints, it eventually recalled multiple lots of the affected
products.
81.

The FDA Warning Letter stated that J&J’s investigation into the matter was both

“unjustifiably delayed” and “terminated prematurely.” In sum, the Company “did not conduct a
timely, comprehensive investigation.” Specifically, the FDA Warning Letter stated:
We are aware of the complaint information available to your company, the
sequence of events, and the extent ofyour firm’s follow up measures during this
period. We have concluded that your company did not conduct a timely,
comprehensive investigation.
Your initial investigation into the root cause of the odor was unjustifiably delayed
and terminatedprematurely. Numerous complaints were received over a four month
period in 2008 before they were considered a trend and before actions were initiated
to determine the root cause. When microbiological testing in August 2008 did not
support an initial speculation that microbial contamination was the root cause of the
odor, the investigation was closed. No other possible root causes were pursued. Your
firm lacked adequatejustification for this decision. (emphasis added)
82.

The FDA Warning Letter additionally criticized J&J’s failure to comply with cGMP

at its Las Piedras Facility, stating:
[TJhe timing and depth of your investigative efforts regarding uncharacteristic
odor complaints were insufficient to meet good manufacturing practice. Your
firm’s management, including the Quality Control Unit, was not proactive in
response to consumer complaints. In addition, during the 2008 examination of
complaint samples, your firm’s analysts noted that the tablets, once removed from
the bottle, did not have an unusual odor but the bottle retained a strong odor.
Nonetheless, you did not pursue chemical testing at that time. (emphasis added)
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83.

The FDA Warning Letter likewise noted that despite J&J’s awareness of problems

associated with its Tylenol Arthritis medicine, the Company failed to submit an NDA Field Alert
Report (“FAR”) to the FDA, timely alerting the agency of the product’s potential safety threat. It
stated in relevant part:
Yourfirm received numerous uncharacteristic odor consumer complaints during
the period ofApril 2008 through September 2008 for your product Tylenol Arthritis
Relief caplets. Nevertheless, you failed to submit a FAR to FDA within three
working days to inform the Agency of the nature of the problem and the steps that
you were taking to address it. You did not submit the FAR until September 18, 2009,
after again noting an adverse, continuing trend of numerous complaints over the
course of a several month period. (emphasis added)
84.

Reproaching J&J and McNeil executives for their unsatisfactory response to the

problem, the FDA Warning Letter concluded:
The Agency is concerned about the response ofJohnson & Johnson (J&J) to this
matter. It appears that when J&J became aware of FDA’s concerns about the
thoroughness and timeliness of McNeil’s investigation, whether all potentially
affected products had been identified, and whether the recall was adequate in scope,
J&J did not take appropriate actions to resolve these issues. Corporate
management has the responsibility to ensure the quality, safety, and integrity of its
products. Neither upper management at J&Jnor atMcNeil Consumer Healthcare
assured timely investigation and resolution of the issues. (emphasis added)
85.

In the wake of the recent string of McNeil product recalls and the FDA Warning

Letter, on February 19, 2010, senior compliance staff from FDA’s Center for Drug Evaluation and
Research and from FDA’s field organization bypassed McNeil to hold an “extraordinary meeting”
with top executives at J&J, including Defendants Goggins and Luther, to address not just individual
issues, but the entire “culture of compliance” at McNeil. According to the testimony of FDA
Principal Deputy Commissioner Joshua Sharfstein before the House Committee, the FDA sought to
go “over the heads of McNeil’s executives” to apprise J&J’s senior officials of the agency’s
increasing discomfort over whether the “corporate culture supported a robust quality system to
ensure the purity, potency and safety of its products.” Based on its inspections of the Fort
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Washington and Las Piedras, Puerto Rico manufacturing plants in 2009, as well as J&J’s recent
compliance history, the FDA expressed its specific concern that there was a pattern of failure to
report material information to the FDA in a timely manner. The FDA advised the Company’s
leadership that significant, immediate steps were needed to address issues of compliance and quality,
especially in investigating product quality issues to prevent future problems.
86.

Just four days prior to the meeting with the FDA, Miller was terminated.
4.

87.

J&J’s Recall of 136 Million Bottles of Children’s and Infants’ Medicines
in April 2010

J&J’s lack of commitment to remediation of its lax quality controls was evident in

another widespread recall on April 30, 2010, of more than 136 million bottles of OTC medicines
McNeil manufactured for use by infants and children. In its press release announcing the recall,
McNeil explained that “this voluntary recall [is being initiated] because some of these products may
not meet required quality standards.” The recall involved several products, including various
pediatric versions of Tylenol, Motrin, Zyrtec, and Benadryl, and was commenced because some of
the liquid formulations of these products contained higher concentrations of their active ingredient,
inactive ingredients at inappropriate levels, or tiny metallic particles that were a residue of the
manufacturing process. All of the recalled products were reportedly manufactured at the Company’s
Fort Washington plant.
88.

On May 3, 2010, a McNeil spokesperson stated that J&J’s investigation of customer

complaints had led to the recall on April 30, 2010. According to the spokesperson, “We always
receive some customer inquiries about our products and those inquiries led to the investigation that
ultimately led to this recall.”
89.

Contrary to the spokesperson’s statement, however, rather than initiating a recall

based on its investigation triggered by customer complaints, the Company decided to issue a recall
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only after a routine inspection by the FDA at the Company’s Fort Washington plant cited problems
at the plant and regulators reported their findings in a Form 483. According to a former J&J
employee who worked in McNeil’s Quality Assurance Science department from late 2007 through
late 2010 (“CW6”), management put pressure on employees to finish quality control investigations
quickly, but some investigations took longer than necessary due to aging equipment. CW6 stated
that outdated equipment at the Fort Washington plant was difficult to work with and slowed down
CW6’s quality assurance work, which included microbial testing for all finished products.
90.

According to the FDA’s April 2010 investigation, inspectors observed “bacteria

contaminated raw materials to be used to make several lots of Tylenol products for children” present
in the Fort Washington plant. It was also revealed that “the J&J unit [involved in the recalled
products] received 46 complaints from consumers between June 2009 and April 2010 regarding
‘foreign materials, black or dark specks’ in the medicines.” An FDA spokesperson would later
characterize these findings as evidencing “systemic quality issues.”
91.

On May 4, 2010, J&J ceased production altogether at the Fort Washington plant.

E.

J&J’s Rapid Series of Recalls of OTC Medicines Triggers Scrutiny By
Congress and the U.S. Department of Justice

92.

On May 5, 2010, days after the massive recall of children’s medicine, the U. S. House

of Representatives Committee on Oversight and Government Reform (defined previously herein as
the “House Committee”) launched an investigation into J&J. On May 27, 2010, in connection with
its investigation, the Committee held a hearing revealing additional details about J&J’s efforts to
withhold adverse information about its products from the market. Specifically, while the public
learned about J&J’s recall of Motrin in July 2009, documents released by the House Committee
established that McNeil knew of defects in Motrin pills in November 2008. In addition, it was
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revealed that Defendants hired third-party contractors to clandestinely remove the pills from retail
shelves without any word to the public.
93.

The House Committee expressed serious concern regarding J&J’s rapid-fire recalls of

myriad OTC medicines, as well as the circumstances surrounding the April 2010 recall ofmillions of
children’s and infants’ medicines. Specifically, J&J’s version of the events leading to the recall—
i. e., that the recall resulted from J&J’s own self-initiated investigation—was directly contradicted by

an FDA spokesperson’s account, which stated that a routine inspection at the Company’s Fort
Washington plant during the previous month by the FDA found problems and, consequently, J&J
decided to issue a recall only after the FDA reported its findings. Thus, J&J commenced the April
2010 recall not in response to customer complaints, as it represented on May 3, but rather in
response to the FDA’s inspection.
94.

When requested to appear before the House Committee on May 27, 2010, Defendant

Weldon refused, stating through J&J spokespersons that he was unable to attend because of
previously-scheduled back surgery. Defendant Goggins appeared at the hearing as J&J’s corporate
representative.
95.

During the hearing, Goggins denied reducing headcount at McNeil, which the House

Committee intimated had impacted quality in the production of the recalled products. CW1 stated
that Defendant Goggins was “skewing the facts” in her testimony to Congress because the quality
control headcount at Fort Washington was reduced as part of the directives to achieve financial
targets during the PCH acquisition integration. CW1 stated that the “supplier group” did not have
enough employees, there was a hiring freeze in the auditing department, and managers were asking
employees with no background in auditing quality controls for suppliers and raw materials to cover
two jobs to make up for the lack of personnel and adequate resources.
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96.

During the hearing, the House Committee announced that it was expanding its inquiry

because, in addition to its recent discovery of “ disturbing information” regarding J&J’s phantom
recalls, it expressed doubts over whether J&J had been “completely forthcoming” in response to its
investigation. The House Committee’s Chairman, Representative Edolphus Towns (D – N.Y.),
lamented that he was “troubled” by the information that was provided by J&J and Goggins, which he
stated “raises questions about the integrity of the company” and “paints a picture of a company
that is deceptive, dishonest, and has risked the health of many of our children.”
97.

In particular, the House Committee expressed skepticism towards Defendant

Goggins’ unequivocal denial that J&J had conducted the phantom Motrin recalls. When asked by
Chairman Towns whether the Company had “contractors go back to stores and buy medicine instead
of recalling the medicine?”, Goggins unequivocally replied: “No, we didn’t... I know nothing
about that, sir.”
98.

Demonstrating its mistrust of Goggins’ testimony, the House Committee expanded its

investigation on June 4, 2010 by issuing letters to two third-party contractors seeking clarification on
whether J&J had directed the phantom recall.
99.

In a subsequent telephone interview with The New York Times on June 10, 2010,

Chairman Towns expressed disturbance regarding J&J’s lack of cooperation with the House
Committee’s investigation. Chairman Towns declared that J&J had employed “delaying tactics” in
its dealings with the Committee and in some instances, had provided “misinformation,” faulting
Goggins for implying during her sworn testimony that the phantom recall incident was a limited and
transparent event despite documents suggesting a covert and larger-scale scheme. Moreover, as
reported by The New York Times, Towns stated that during an interview in connection with the
House Committee’s investigation in late May, Defendant Luther told investigators that the Fort
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Washington plant did not manufacture products for other companies. This misrepresentation was
contradicted just four days later when Blacksmith Brands, makers of PediaCare children’s
medicines, announced its own voluntary recall “as a precautionary step” because certain of its
products had been made at the same McNeil plant.
100.

In addition to the ongoing Congressional probe, J&J disclosed at a conference call

with investors on July 20, 2010 that it was under criminal investigation by federal authorities after
receiving “a grand jury subpoena from the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Eastern District of
Pennsylvania.” The Company also disclosed that the negative impact on annual sales in 2010 from
shutting down the Fort Washington facility was estimated at approximately $ 600 million. With this
disclosure, the market finally understood that the financial impact of J&J’s reckless cost-cutting in
the corporate aftermath of its Pfizer acquisition. Professed cost “synergies” of $600 million had
come full circle during the Class Period, ending July 21, 2010.
101.

Weeks later, on August 11, 2010, J&J further disclosed the additional far-reaching

impact of its chicanery with news that it had received “Civil Investigative Demands” from multiple
State Attorneys General Offices relating to recent recalls of various products manufactured by
McNeil.
102.

On September 30, 2010, the House Committee haled J&J executives back for a

second hearing to respond to unanswered questions regarding J&J’s botched drug manufacturing and
the phantom recall. Finally, the head of the J&J empire, Weldon, appeared along with Goggins to
face questions from Congress—armed with documents obtained from the third-party contractors
charged with carrying out the Company’s phantom recall of Motrin. Questioning the veracity of
Goggins’ testimony at the May 27, 2010 hearing, the House Committee inquired about the true
nature of the silent retrieval of the defective Motrin. Documents provided to the Committee directly
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contradicted Goggins’ prior Congressional testimony, including emails between Luther and J&J
executives planning the phantom recall. As Representative Dennis Kucinich stated:
Now, Ms. Goggins, since you’re head of this consumer group, are you trying to lead
this committee to believe that you knew nothing about it? That apparently from this
memo there was widespread discussion within your organization about a phantom
recall, about the costs of the recall, about not being able to get cooperation from the
marketing people? You’re at the top of this group, and you knew nothing about it?
Really?
***
Mr. Chairman, I have to tell you, this is—this testimony is lacking in credibility.
103.

Both Goggins and Weldon acknowledged that the matter was improperly handled and

professed a commitment to improve compliance with important quality assurance protections going
forward. Weldon’s mea culpa appearance and commitment to quality was too late – J&J had
permanently tarnished the patina on its sterling corporate image.
104.

Weldon admitted to knowing about “adverse” events with respect to McNeil products

in 2008: “[I]n 2008, there were adverse events reported that we knew.” Neither Weldon nor
Goggins admitted that they had sacrificed quality at J&J’s manufacturing plants to contain costs and
boost the Company’s financial performance. Instead, Goggins shifted blame to employees at the
Fort Washington plant who had been fired by the Company—fired after years of requesting funding
to improve quality assurance and conditions at the 50-year-old plant. When questioned why Peter
Luther, McNeil’s President, had not been terminated, Goggins had no explanation, even though
Luther had approved the phantom recall.
F.

The Justice Department Charges McNeil For Its Repeated Violations of
Good Manufacturing Practices

105.

On March 10, 2011, the U.S. Department of Justice’s Office of Consumer Litigation

and the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania filed a Consent Decree of
Permanent Injunction against McNeil, McNeil Consumer Healthcare Division’s Vice President of
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Quality, and McNeil’s Vice President of Operations for OTC Products, for failing to comply with
cGMP. As reported by the FDA in a March 10, 2011 Press Release:
The action prevents McNeil, a subsidiary of Johnson & Johnson, from manufacturing
and distributing drugs from its Fort Washington, Pa., facility until the FDA
determines that its operations are compliant with the law....
The decree also requires McNeil to adhere to a strict time table to bring its facilities
in Las Piedras, Puerto Rico, and Lancaster, Pa., into compliance....
FDA inspections at McNeil’s Fort Washington, Las Piedras, and Lancaster facilities
from 2009 to 2010 found violations of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act.
The Act requires drug companies to follow current good manufacturing practice
requirements....
The decree ... requires McNeil to destroy all drugs under McNeil’s control that have
been recalled from the Fort Washington, Las Piedras, and Lancaster facilities since
December 2009. McNeil also must retain an independent expert to inspect the Fort
Washington, Las Piedras, and Lancaster facilities to determine whether the violations
have been corrected, and to ensure that adequate manufacturing processes are in
place. After expert certification, the FDA will determine if the facilities are in
compliance.
If the defendants violate the decree, the FDA may order McNeil to cease
manufacturing, recall products, and take other corrective action, including levying
fines of $15,000 for each day and an additional $15,000 for each violation of the law,
up to $10,000,000 annually.
106.

In connection with the Consent Decree, the Department of Justice filed a Complaint

for Permanent Injunction against McNeil. The Complaint stated that:
Inspections of the Fort Washington, Las Piedras, and Lancaster Facilities by the
United States Food and Drug Administration (“FDA”) have established that the
drugs manufactured by Defendants at these facilities are adulterated within the
meaning of 21 U.S.C. § 3 51 (a)(2)(B), in that the methods used in, and the facilities
and controls used for, the manufacture, processing, packing, labeling, holding, and
distribution of drugs and components are not in compliance with Current Good
Manufacturing Practice (“CGMP”) requirements for drugs, see 21 C.F.R. pts. 210
and 211. (emphasis added)
107.

The Complaint underscored the fact that J&J had been on notice of the widespread

quality control violations going back to 2009, but failed to correct these violations in contravention
of the Company’s pledge to do so:
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Between 2009 and present, FDA representatives have participated in numerous
meetings and teleconferences with McNeil officials, and representatives from
McNeil’s parent company, Johnson & Johnson, in order to convey the seriousness
of the violations found by FDA investigators and FDA’s belief that significant
improvements are needed to bring McNeil’s facilities into compliance with the law.
Although McNeil has initiated a corrective action plan and made some improvements
with respect to personnel and operations as a result of these meetings, recent FDA
inspections have confirmed that violations persist and additional work is needed to
fully address deficiencies and achieve sustained compliance with the law.
FDA also issued a Warning Letter to McNeil’s Consumer Healthcare Division on
January 15, 2010, identifying CGMP violations found during FDA’s inspection of
the Las Piedras Facility from October 2009 to January 2010. The Warning Letter, a
copy of which was also sent to McNeil’s parent company, Johnson & Johnson,
emphasized the serious nature of the CGMP violations at the Las Piedras Facility and
stated that failure to correct the violations could lead to regulatory action, including
an injunction. The President of McNeil’s Consumer Healthcare Division responded
to the Warning Letter in writing on February 5, 2010, promising that corrective and
preventative actions would be implemented to improve McNeil quality systems;
however, as noted, sufficient corrections were not made. (emphasis added)
V. DEFENDANTS’ MATERIALLY FALSE AND MISLEADING STATEMENTS AND
OMISSIONS
A. Defendants Tout J&J As the World’s Premier Consumer Healthcare
Company in Pre-Class Period Statements that Impacted the Total Mix of
Information During the Class Period
108.

On June 25, 2006, J&J entered into a definitive agreement to acquire the Consumer

Healthcare business of Pfizer for a purchase price of $16.6 billion in cash. The Pfizer acquisition
was projected to increase annual worldwide Consumer sales by $600 million at J&J.
109.

On January 23, 2007, the Company filed an earnings release on Form 8-K with the

SEC, and Defendant Weldon reported on J&J’s fiscal 2006 annual earnings, as well as the Pfizer
acquisition as follows:
Johnson & Johnson had a solid year in 2006, delivering double-digit
growth in earnings per share while continuing to invest in building
our businesses for the future,” said William C. Weldon, Chairman
and Chief Executive Officer. “We're very excited about the
completion of the Pfizer Consumer Healthcare acquisition, which not
only brings to Johnson & Johnson some of the world’s premier
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consumer brands, but also builds upon our broad base in human
health care.
110.

In this same earnings release, Defendants touted J&J’s acquisition of Pfizer’s

Consumer Healthcare business (previously defined as “PCH”) as “ creating the world’s premier
consumer health care company.” Securities analysts reacted positively and commented that the
strategic deal gave J&J a “critical mass” to withstand unavoidable patent expirations for two of its
blockbuster prescription pharmaceutical drugs, Resperdal and Topamax.
111.

In its Annual Report for fiscal 2006 filed on Form 10-K filed with the SEC on

February 21, 2007, J&J further reported on the addition of new Pfizer consumer products, stating:
the Company completed the acquisition of the Consumer Healthcare
business of Pfizer Inc. comprising products related to selfmedications for oral care, upper-respiratory health, tobacco
dependence, gastrointestinal health, skin care, eye care and hair
growth. Major brands of the Consumer Healthcare business of Pfizer
Inc. include LISTERINE ® oral care products, the NICORETTE ® line
of smoking cessation treatments, and SUDAFED ® cold, flu and
allergy products.
112.

In its Annual Report for fiscal 2006, the Company also reported that it was in the

process of completing its analysis of integration plans for the PCH business, including “the
elimination of certain duplicate selling, general and administrative functions between the two
companies in areas such as global business services, corporate staff and go-to-market support, as
well as excess manufacturing capacity.”
113.

Following its acquisition of the PCH division, for the first quarter of fiscal 2007, J&J

gushed with news that consumer revenues had increased 48% to $3.5 billion. J&J further projected
to analysts and investors that the Company could squeeze $500 million per year from its cost
structure and break even on the Pfizer transaction in 2009, which was one year earlier than expected.
114.

J&J later reported that for all segments of its business in 2007, “worldwide sales

increased 14.6% to $61.1 billion, compared to increases of 5.6% in 2006 and 6.7% in 2005.”
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115.

In the Annual Report for fiscal 2007, J&J confirmed the positive impact that its

acquisition of PCH had on the Company’s Consumer division sales as follows:
Consumer segment sales in 2007 were $14.5 billion, an increase of
48.3%, over 2006 with 44.2% of this change due to operational
growth and the remaining 4.1 % due to positive currency fluctuations.
U.S. Consumer segment sales were $6.4 billion, an increase of
40.1%. International sales were $8.1 billion, an increase of 55.5%,
with 47.8% as a result of operations and 7.7% due to currency
fluctuations over 2006.
The acquisition of Pfizer Inc.’s Consumer Healthcare business, net of
the related divestitures, increased both total sales growth and
operational growth for the total Consumer segment by 40.3%.
The Over-the-Counter (OTC) Pharmaceuticals and Nutritionals
franchise sales were $5.1 billion, an increase of 87.5% from 2006.
This was attributable to new products from acquisitions, as well as
strong sales growth achieved by analgesics and SPLENDA®
products. The positive impact on OTC Pharmaceuticals and
Nutritionals total sales growth due to newly acquired brands from
Pfizer Inc. was 80.0% for the fiscal year 2007.
116.

Along with the record increase in sales in its Annual Report for fiscal 2007, J&J

touched on costs and restructuring charges, as follows:
Analysis of Consolidated Earnings Before Provision for Taxes on
Income
Consolidated earnings before provision for taxes on income
decreased by $1.3 billion to $13.3 billion in 2007 as compared to the
$14.6 billion earned in 2006. Lower earnings in 2007 were primarily
due to restructuring charges ... In 2007, there was an increase in the
percent to sales of cost of products sold primarily due to the impact of
newly acquired consumer brands. There was an increase in the
percent to sales of selling, marketing and administrative expenses in
2007 primarily due to the impact of newly acquired consumer brands
partially offset by cost containment efforts.
117.

To combat its escalating costs, J&J emphasized in its Annual Report that initiatives

had been announced in 2007 to “generate pre-tax, annual cost savings of $1.3–$1.6 billion for 2008
in an effort to improve its overall cost structure.” Among these announced initiatives was a plan for
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the Company’s Pharmaceuticals segment to “reduce its cost base by consolidating certain
operations.”
118. On March 30, 2008, J&J presented at the Cowen & Co. Health Care Conference.
During the presentation, Defendant Goggins touted the recent PCH acquisition, stating in pertinent
part:
•

We feel pretty good about how we did on the PCH acquisition. We executed well
against our operational goals and we met all of our financial targets including our
synergy targets and we did without any disruptions to the business.

•

We are on-track to deliver the synergies that we told you about $500 to $600 million
of peak synergies by 2009. We are actually on-track to be accretive by 2009 on a
GAAP basis, which is actually a year earlier than we initially expected and we think
that we’ve integrated the people and products well...

•

Our strategy has been broadly based in healthcare, and I think that’s what you see
with the acquisition of Pfizer Consumer Healthcare. It’s our intention to build a
premier consumer healthcare company as part of Johnson & Johnson’s broadly
based strategy.
119.

Speaking on behalf of J&J during a conference call with investors and analysts on

June 5, 2008, Defendant Goggins continued to boast about the benefits of the PCH acquisition to
J&J’s “robust consumer business” which she stated “is essential to Johnson & Johnson’s broad based
healthcare strategy.” Goggins quipped that J&J’s “global medicine cabinet is expanding.” She
further stated that “iconic brands” including Johnson’s Baby, Tylenol and Motrin are all “healthy
and growing” and are brands that are “parts of consumers’ life rituals in markets around the world.
She added:
These are brands that are trusted and often meet basic health and hygiene needs,
brands that are considered essential rather than discretionary and that’s even in
difficult economic times.
120.

During the same conference call, Goggins again emphasized that J&J remained on

track with the Pfizer consumer healthcare acquisition, which she claimed “has provided us with an
infusion ofgrowing iconic brands, great science and talented people.”
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121.

Goggins provided additional information on the nature of integration efforts after the

PCH acquisition, noting that “5,000 SKUs” of Pfizer consumer products were conveyed to J&J, and
approximately half of these products, or 2,500 products, had to be either “re-sited to legacy J&J or
contract manufacturing facilities or sold or discontinued.” Goggins also indicated that J&J would
complete “70% of manufacturing re-siting” by the end of 2008.
122.

With respect to expected cost savings in connection with the Pfizer consumer

integration, Goggins reported that J&J still expected to meet or exceed the “target of $500 million to
$600 million in cost synergies by 2009 and we expect this transition to be breakeven or modestly
accretive by 2009 which is one year ahead of the original schedule.”
123.

When analysts asked for more details on the conference call regarding the elements of

the factors contributing to projected improved operating margins, Goggins reported in pertinent part
that: “we’ve got a good track record of this, ofjust the things we do on a normal operating basis,
all the things that you cited –price, cost-cutting, product mix, volume — but we’re also going to see
increases due to the synergies that we’ve committed to delivering for the PCH acquisition.
Goggins added that “we manage our business with an eye to giving value to the consumers ... We
do that by, as I said before, offering products that have superior value to consumers so they’re
better insulated, we do that by managing our cost structure really well...”
124.

What Defendants Goggins and J&J did not disclose during this conference call was

that J&J’s manufacturing operations and quality control functions for many of the Company’s OTC
medicines, including children’s and infants’ medicines such as Tylenol, Motrin, Benadryl and
Zyrtec, were separated from the Company’s highly-regulated Pharmaceutical segment and
consolidated with the Consumer segment, which had lower quality controls and processes to insure
safety, quality and integrity of the medicines. In connection with the Pfizer consumer business
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integration, J&J’s Executive Committee also dictated critical cost-cutting targets to McNeil that
recklessly sacrificed quality assurance to meet projected cost synergies. These undisclosed changes
were highly material to J&J’s operations and quality control measures, and during the following
years resulted in cataclysmic failures in quality and controls, permanently tarnished J&J’s brand
name and reputation and ultimately adversely impacted sales and revenues.
B.

At the Beginning of the Class Period, Defendants Report Increasing Strong
Worldwide Consumer Sales and Earnings

125.

On the first day of the Class Period, October 14, 2008, J&J issued a press release

reporting the Company’s financial results for the third quarter of 2008, which stated in relevant part:
Johnson & Johnson continues to achieve solid earnings results despite
the impact that generic products have had on our Pharmaceutical
business,” said William C. Weldon, Chairman and Chief Executive
Officer. “Of note was the strong sales performance of our Consumer
segment....
Worldwide Consumer sales of $4.1 billion for the third quarter
represented a 13.1% increase over the prior year with operational
growth of 9.4% and a positive impact from currency of 3.7%.
Domestic sales increased 11.2%, while international sales increased
14.7%; 8.1% from operations and 6.6% from currency.
126.

J&J also announced Company-wide sales of $15.9 billion for third quarter of 2008,

which it reported was an “increase of 6.4% as compared to the third quarter of 2007.” The Company
further reported in the earnings release that it was increasing its “earnings guidance for full-year
2008 to $4.50 - $4.53 per share,” excluding the impact of certain items.
127.

On the same day, October 14, 2008, J&J held a conference call for analysts and

investors to discuss the Company’s third quarter 2008 earnings results and prospects. During the
call, Defendant Caruso stated the following:
Our consumer business continued to see strong results from our
allergy treatment, ZYRTEC, which first became available without a
prescription in stores across the US in January of this year. By the
end of June, ZYRTEC had captured approximately 26% of the US
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allergy market since its launch. Meanwhile, the integration of the
Pfizer consumer healthcare business and brand continues to be on
track to meet or exceed our target of $500 million to $600 million of
cost synergies by 2009 and we still expect this transaction to be
breakeven or modestly accretive by 2009, one year ahead of the
original schedule.
128.

Analysts and investors reacted positively to the news, and the Company’s stock price

increased from a close of $62.68 on October 13, 2008 to a close of $64.00 on October 14, 2008 on
heavy trading volume.
129.

An analyst at Cowen and Company issued a report noting that “Consumer was the

upside sales driver with revenue of $4.1 B, up 9%, $160mm ahead of our forecast.” The analyst
further reported that J&J’s Pharmaceutical segment’s performance was impacted by generic
competition with overall “Pharma sales” down 2.5% and that all segments of Medical Device sales
performed in line with expectations. With regard to management’s increased guidance, the analyst
commented that although Pharmaceutical losses to generic brands put “increasingly stiffpressure on
the company’s revenue and profit lines – we remain confident on the company’s ability to deliver on
earnings targets.”
130.

What the market did not know was that at this time, the Company’s quality control

procedures had been deliberately abandoned in a reckless scheme to reduce costs that would
eventually cause the Company to close its Fort Washington, Pennsylvania manufacturing facility,
recall millions of defective OTC medicines, including more than 135 million bottles of defective
children’s Motrin, Tylenol and Benadryl, and ultimately become the subject of an embarrassing
Congressional investigation and hearings at the end of the Class Period. Defendants J&J’s and
Weldon’s optimistic statements in the earnings release were also materially false and misleading
because they failed to disclose that J&J had knowingly and recklessly sacrificed quality controls and
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slashed trained personnel in the Consumer segment to meet aggressive cost reduction projections and
boost reported earnings.
131.

Also, beginning in April 2008, Defendants had received numerous consumer

complaints that Tylenol products made at a manufacturing facility in Las Piedras, Puerto Rico
exhibited a “musty” odor. In fact, during a hearing before Congress on September 30, 2010, when
asked about these customer complaints, Defendant Weldon admitted that “we have learned a very
important lesson and, as you said, in 2008, there were adverse events reported that we knew.”
Despite being aware of these complaints in 2008, Defendants failed to conduct an adequate
investigation and failed to notify the U. S. Food and Drug Administration as required. These material
adverse facts were deliberately and recklessly concealed from shareholders and investors on October
14, 2008 and throughout the Class Period.
132.

On November 2, 2008, securities analysts at Deutsche Bank issued a report on their

recent meeting with J&J management, and specifically with Defendant Caruso. One of the main
“takeaways” from the time the analysts spent with management regarding the Consumer division
noted that J&J “has seen a bit of pressure on the product categories in which it competes; however,
J&J is holding share, which implies that consumers are not shifting to lower-cost products (e.g.,
private labels).” As a result of their meeting with Caruso, the analysts further reported that the
“integration of the Pfizer acquisition [was] ahead of schedule” and that “management does expect
the operating margins at the Consumer division to continue improving despite facing some economic
headwinds.”
133.

Caruso made no mention of the material fact that Luther, Goggins and others in

management were dangerously neglecting needed repairs and updates at the Fort Washington plant
in order to reduce costs to meet unrealistic operating margin targets.
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C.

J&J Reports Solid Performance For Full-Year 2008 and
Long-term Growth Prospects

134.

On January 20, 2009, J&J issued a press release reporting the Company’s financial

results for the full year and fourth quarter of 2008, which stated in relevant part:
The Worldwide Consumer segment achieved annual sales in 2008 of
$16.0 billion, an increase of 10.8% over the prior year with
operational growth of 8.3% and a positive impact from currency of
2.5%. Domestic sales increased 8.3%, while international sales
increased 12.8% (8.3% from operations and 4.5% from currency).
135.

The press release further reported that the Consumer segment sales results reflected

the strong performance of the launch of over-the-counter ZYRTEC in the U.S., which contributed to
an overall 4.3% increase in sales for all Company segments for the full year 2008 of $63.7 billion,
with net earnings of $12.9 billion.
136.

As per the Company’s usual practice, the press release concluded with J&J’s motto

under a section entitled “About Johnson & Johnson,” which stated:
Caring for the word, one person at a time... inspires and unites the
people of Johnson & Johnson. We embrace research and science
bringing innovative ideas, products and services to advance the health
and well-being of people.
137.

In connection with the release of fourth quarter and full year 2008 earnings,

Defendants hosted a conference call for analysts and investors. Defendants Weldon and Caruso both
participated in the earnings conference call. During the call, Weldon also commented on the
unforeseen shifts in the economic climate and praised J&J’s ability to set itself apart during
challenging conditions by stating:
Many of us are going to remember 2008 as a year of extraordinary
economic events that shook our financial markets and global
economy. With that backdrop as context, I am extremely proud of
Johnson & Johnson's accomplishments in 2008 and the way our
people met our commitments with continued sales and earnings
growth, with significant progress in our pipelines and product
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launches and with continued investments in the future growth of our
business.
138.

J&J provided more specific information regarding its Consumer sales, as follows:
For the fourth quarter of 2008, sales for the over-the-counter
pharmaceuticals and nutritionals increased 8.5% on an operational
basis compared to the same period in 2007. Sales in the US were up
4.7% due to the successful US launch of ZYRTEC, partially offset by
lower sales of cough and cold products due to the slower start to the
season versus last year. Sales outside the US were up 12.6%
operationally, driven by strong growth of adult Tylenol, Nicorette,
upper respiratory products and nutritionals.

139.

Weldon praised the Consumer business by stating: “Our Consumer business once

again proved why it is the premier consumer healthcare company in the world. With its sciencebased innovations and iconic global brands, Consumer segment sales grew 8.3% operationally yearover-year.”
140.

Defendant Weldon confirmed that the “integration of the Pfizer Consumer Healthcare

business is on track” and again projected that he expected the “transaction to be breakeven or
modestly accretive this year, one year ahead of schedule of the original schedule.”
141.

J&J’s earnings release and Weldon’s statements were materially false and misleading

and deliberately and recklessly omitted material facts regarding the true nature of the Company’s
earnings accomplishments and integration of the Pfizer Consumer Healthcare business. Among
other things, Weldon failed to disclose that, at Defendant Goggins’ direction, quality controls for
OTC medicines were shifted from tightly-regulated pharmaceutical procedures to less exacting
consumer quality control procedures that were inadequate to guarantee the safety ofthe medicine for
children and other customers. To meet commitments for sales and earnings growth, Weldon, Caruso
and the other Individual Defendants violated J&J’s hallowed Credo by compromising the health and
well being of consumers for lower operational costs. Defendant Goggins and Luther denied funding
for essential improvements and necessary repairs at the Company’s Fort Washington Plant, while
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Weldon contemporaneously misrepresented to shareholders and the public that J&J was continuing
to invest in the Company’s future growth and “iconic” brands.
142.

This undisclosed shift in Company procedures and quality control had already begun

to materialize in product failures and documented FDA plant inspection exception reports. One
month before Weldon publicly praised J&J’s growth and prospects, on December 16, 2008,
Defendants’ own internal investigation revealed a dissolution failure for certain lots of Motrin
caplets – one of J&J’s “iconic” brands. Defendants deliberately and recklessly concealed the
product defect from the public and engaged in a “silent” retrieval of the Motrin to save costs and
negative publicity.
143.

On February 20, 2009, J&J filed its 2008 Annual Report on Form 10-K with the SEC.

With respect to the Company’s Consumer Segment, the Form 10-K repeated the previously-reported
sales and financial results and added, in relevant part:
The Consumer segment includes a broad range of products used in
the baby care, skin care, oral care, wound care and women’s
healthcare fields, as well as nutritional and over-the-counter
pharmaceutical products. The Baby Care franchise includes the
JOHNSON’S ® Baby line of products. Major brands in the Skin Care
franchise include the AVEENO®; CLEAN & CLEAR ® ;
JOHNSON’S ® Adult; NEUTROGENA®; RoC®; LUBRIDERM®;
Beijing Dabao Cosmetics Co., Ltd.; and Vendôme product lines. The
Oral Care franchise includes the LISTERINE ® and REACH® oral
care lines ofproducts. Major brands in the Women’s Health franchise
are the CAREFREE® Pantiliners and STAYFREE ® sanitary
protection products. The nutritional and over-the-counter lines
include SPLENDA® , No Calorie Sweetener; the broad family of
TYLENOL® acetaminophen Troducts; SUDAFED ® cold, flu and
allergy products; ZYRTEC allergy products; MOTRIN ® IB
ibuprofen products; and PEPCID® AC Acid Controller from Johnson
& Johnson • Merck Consumer Pharmaceuticals Co. These products
are marketed principally to the general public and sold both to
wholesalers and directly to independent and chain retail outlets
throughout the world.
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144.

In the 2008 Form 10-K, Defendants confirmed their commitment to the Company’s

Credo, as follows:
Unifying the management team and the Company’s dedicated
employees in achieving these objectives is Our Credo. Our Credo
provides a common set of values and serves as a constant reminder of
the Company’s responsibilities to its customers, employees,
communities and shareholders. The Company believes that these
basic principles, along with its overall mission of improving the
quality of life for people everywhere, will enable Johnson & Johnson
to continue to be among the leaders in the health care industry.
145.

Contrary to Defendants’ representations, management and the Company’s employees

were not unified or achieving the objectives set forth in the Credo. Management at McNeil and J&J
ignored repeated written requests for plant updates and improved quality-control measures at the
Fort Washington facility. In addition, J&J—in contravention of the Credo which states that
“everything we do must be of high quality”—terminated trained quality specialists that ensured the
safety of its products for consumers and neglected to inform healthcare providers and the public that
certain lots of Motrin tablets were defective and posed a risk by failing to perform as intended for
headaches and fever.
146.

Defendants Weldon and Caruso signed and certified the Annual Report on Form 10-K

for 2008, as required under Sarbanes-Oxley. Defendants Weldon and Caruso each certified that the
Company’s SEC filings did not contain any untrue statement of material fact or omit to state a
material fact necessary to make the statements made, in light of the circumstances under which such
statements were made, not misleading. They further certified that the financial statements, and other
financial information included in the SEC filings, fairly presented in all material respects the
financial condition, results of operations and cash flows of the Company. The statements contained
and incorporated into J&J’s Form 10-K and both Weldon’s and Caruso’s certifications were
materially false and misleading when made. Defendants Weldon and Caruso consciously and
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recklessly failed to disclose materially adverse facts relating to the Company’s growing catastrophic
problems resulting from aggressive measures to contain costs and effectively boost reported earnings
to meet projections. These Defendants also failed to disclose material facts relating to the lack of
appropriate and necessary risk and quality controls, which were known to all of the Individual
Defendants, and recklessly disregarded by them.
147.

In addition to the omissions described in the preceding paragraph which rendered

Defendants’ statements in the 2008 Form 10-K materially misleading, Defendants’ failure to disclose
J&J’s systemic quality control problems and the effect that the Company’s aggressive cost-cutting
was having on product safety and effectiveness is also a violation of Item 303 of SEC Regulation SK, 17 C.F.R. § 229.303, which requires the independent disclosure of specific information in SEC
filings — regardless of whether the omission of such information renders an affirmative statement in
the SEC filings materially misleading. Specifically, Item 303 of Regulations S-K requires the
disclosure of, inter alia, “any known trends or uncertainties that have had or that the registrant
reasonably expects will have a material favorable or unfavorable impact on net sales or revenues or
income from continuing operations.” 17 C.F.R. §§ 229.303(a)(3)(ii). Because it was reasonably
foreseeable to Defendants that J&J’s and McNeil’s reckless disregard for quality control, including
the Company’s and McNeil’s refusal to commit proper funding to quality control, had already and
would continue to have a material impact on the Company’s net sales, revenues or income from
continuing operations, Defendants had a duty to disclose this internally known trend of deteriorating
quality control pursuant to Regulation S-K.
148.

On April 14, 2009, J&J issued a press release reporting the Company’s financial

results for the first quarter of 2009, which stated in relevant part:
Worldwide Consumer sales of $3.7 billion for the first quarter
represented a decrease of 8.7% versus the prior year with a decline of
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1.0% operationally and a negative impact from currency of 7.7%.
Domestic sales decreased 5.1%, while international sales decreased
11.6%; which reflected an operational increase of 2.4% and a
negative currency impact of 14.0%.
149.

In the press release, despite a decrease in overall sales for the Company of 7.2% as

compared to sales for first quarter 2008, Defendants confirmed J&J’s earnings guidance for full-year
2009 of $4.45 to $4.55 per share, excluding special items. Defendant Weldon also stated:
Despite challenging economic and near term business pressures, we
continue to deliver solid financial results...We are continuing to
make strategic investments in order to bring important new products
to market, positioning us well for long-term growth.
150.

Among the challenges noted in the press release was the negative impact of generic

competition on the Company’s prescription pharmaceutical drugs, contributing toward a decline of
10.1 % in first quarter 2009 sales compared to first quarter 2008. Defendants omitted all information
regarding ongoing and impending recalls of consumer OTC medicines due to quality concerns and
known defects.
151.

Defendants hosted a conference call for analysts and investors to discuss the

Company’s first quarter 2009 earnings release. J&J acknowledged a challenging economic and
business climate, including the following challenges to the Consumer division:
For the first quarter of 2009, sales for the over-the-counter
pharmaceuticals and nutritionals declined 8.4% on an operational
basis compared to the same period in 2008. Sales in the US were
down 13.8% with approximately half the decline due to the 2008
inventory build for initial stocking related to the launch of Zyrtec.
The OTC category in the US in the first quarter is estimated to have
declined by 2 to 3% and competition from private label has
intensified.
152.

Defendant Caruso added additional comments during the conference call on the

Company’s performance and prospects, in pertinent part, as follows:
the economic slowdown was reflected in lower sales this quarter for
some of our consumer products where we saw a decline in the overall
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markets, some increased private label competition and some lower
levels of retail inventories.... Our strong earnings performance also
demonstrated once again our financial discipline and the ability of our
business leaders to continue managing costs and improving margins.
153.

Caruso’s statements were materially false and misleading and consciously and

recklessly omitted material information regarding the stealth recall of defective Motrin product and
the reckless manner in which Defendants were artificially deflating costs and improving margins and
earnings by refusing funding for essential repairs and updates to rectify threats to the quality of
production for J&J’s OTC brand medicines at the Fort Washington and other plants. Defendants
also recklessly improved margins by slashing skilled personnel from the Consumer workforce and
imposing quality control inspection and other quality assurance measures on untrained workers with
no pharmaceutical or scientific training or experience. Also, Contrary to Caruso’s representations,
Defendants’ aggressive cost cutting lacked any financial discipline. J&J’s business leaders,
including Goggins and Luther were not properly managing costs, but rather, they were disregarding
essential quality controls that led the FDA to mandate a series of recalls of J&J’s iconic brands.
D.

J&J Reports Operational Increases in Consumer Sales While
Pharmaceutical Sales Trended Down for 2Q and 3Q 2009

154.

On July 14, 2009, J&J issued a press release reporting the Company’s financial

results for the second quarter of 2009, which stated in relevant part:
Worldwide Consumer sales of $3.9 billion for the second quarter
represented a decrease of 4.5% versus the prior year with an increase
of 3.1 % operationally and a negative impact from currency of 7.6%.
Domestic sales increased 0.8%, while international sales decreased
8.4%; which reflected an operational increase of 4.7% and a negative
currency impact of 13.1 %.
155.

Weldon’s remarks regarding the Company’s second quarter 2009 performance were

reported in the press release, as follows:
“I am proud of the accomplishments of our people in continuing to
deliver very solid operational results in light of the significant
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impacts of patent expirations and the economic environment,” said
William C. Weldon, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer. “Our
investments through internal research and development, strategic
partnerships and acquisitions have allowed us to build what is
considered by many to be one of the best pipelines in our industry.
We will continue to invest in our portfolio of innovative products to
meet the needs of patients and consumers around the world.”
156.

In connection with the second quarter 2009 earnings report, Defendants held a

conference call for analysts and investors. Providing additional granularity, J&J reported that for the
second quarter of 2009, “sales for the over-the-counter pharmaceuticals and nutritionals increased
0.3% on an operational basis” while for the Pharmaceutical segment “[w]orldwide net sales for the
second quarter of $5.5 billion were down 13.3%” compared to the same period in 2008.
157.

During the call, J&J also provided some of the “components leading to adjusted

earnings,” as follows:
Cost of goods sold at 29.2% of sales was 30 basis points higher than
the same period in 2008, due to unfavorable mix in our
pharmaceutical business, partially offset by cost containment
initiatives across the businesses.
158.

Following his prepared remarks, Caruso answered questions from a number of

different securities analysts during the conference call. In response to an analyst’s question, Caruso
expanded on his euphemistic comments about cost containment initiatives:
[Analyst]: Dominic, just back on the gross margin discussion,
obviously we know what the negative dynamics in terms ofmix were
in the quarter but it was a fairly strong performance. I’m just
wondering specifically what the positive offsets were and just trying
to get a sense of what was just for this quarter and what's sustainable
there in terms of the underlying trend as you exit the Risperdal
generic comparisons in Q3. Thanks.
[Caruso]: It’s a great question. Thanks for noting the strong
performance. I think our people did an excellent job in managing the
business, quite frankly, and keeping a rein on cost and being
judicious about where we could make investments and where we can
otherwise operate more efficiently. You know, an interesting factor is
that if you look at the impact of Risperdal and Topomax alone in the
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second quarter, that's about $1 billion of lost sales compared to the
second quarter of 2008. That’s pretty significant in any business. And
if you look at our overall EPS performance, I mentioned in my
remarks that currency had about a $0.06 negative impact to our EPS.
So our EPS of $1.15 would have been $1.21, right, on a constant
currency basis, compared to last year's $1.18.
So the fact that our business leaders are able to manage cost and
manage the business in a way that generates positive EPS growth in
light of this pretty significant impact to the top line is remarkable and
speaks to the resiliency of our people and the fact that they're
committed to managing the business well as they always do. So I
would say general cost control was a major factor in the business
during the quarter. Now, going forward, I’d say that some of that is
obviously sustainable because we want to—we don't all—we don’t
basically cut cost. We try to develop ways of doing business better or
smarter or more efficiently so some of it is sustainable but as we
launch new products and we get opportunities to invest in the future,
we're going to take those opportunities and we'll obviously be clear
with you all about when we see some uptick in those spending levels,
which obviously we think would be the prudent thing to do for the
business. (emphasis added).
159.

In response to this news, J&J’s stock price closed up on July 14, 2009 at $58.23,

compared to the prior day’s close of $57.72 per share. During the following weeks in July 2009,
J&J’s stock price ticked up to the $61.00 per share range and closed on July 31, 2009 at $60.89 per
share.
160.

Caruso’s earnings call statements were materially false and misleading and

deliberately and recklessly omitted material facts regarding the true nature of the Company’s
earnings components and cost containment initiatives. Contrary to these public statements, J&J was
not being judicious about cutting costs to operate smarter or more efficiently. Among other things,
Caruso omitted to disclose that, at Defendant Goggins’ direction, quality controls for OTC medicines
had been shifted from tightly-regulated pharmaceutical procedures to less exacting consumer quality
control procedures that were inadequate to guarantee the safety of the OTC medicine for children
and other customers. In a desperate attempt to meet commitments for sales and earnings growth, the
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Individual Defendants implemented undisclosed changes to the over-the-counter pharmaceutical
manufacturing and quality control procedures. Caruso and the other Individual Defendants
knowingly and recklessly disregarded their public proclamation of strict adherence to the J&J Credo
by jeopardizing the health and well being of consumers. Defendant Goggins and Luther also denied
funding for essential improvements and necessary repairs at the Company’s Fort Washington plant,
while Caruso contemporaneously falsely represented to shareholders and the public that J&J was
continuing to implement strategic cost containment initiatives and “making prudent investments that
will grow our business for the long term.”
161.

Contrary to Caruso’s statements, Defendants were not making prudent investments in

the Fort Washington plant or for the Consumer business. The undisclosed shift in Company
procedures and quality control had already begun to materialize in product failures and documented
FDA plant inspection exception reports. Nevertheless, Defendant Caruso reported on the second
quarter 2009 conference call that “[a]s I have said many times before, the people of Johnson &
Johnson always manage the business very well.”
162.

In remarking on J&J’s purported investment in a “portfolio of innovative products to

meet the needs of patients and consumers around the world,” and strategic cost cutting “to develop
ways of doing business better or smarter or more efficiently,” Weldon and Caruso also omitted
material facts regarding the Company’s systemic disregard for quality control, the surreptitious
recalls of defective Motrin product conducted in early 2009, and the delayed investigation and
failure to recall Tylenol and other OTC medicines that were tainted with pesticides in 2008 and
again in 2009, after J&J had received hundreds of consumer complaints that Defendants failed to
adequately investigate. In fact, in a Form 483 citation, the FDA reported that the test method used
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by the Company for the identification of the “uncharacteristic odor for Tylenol Arthritis Caplets”
was “not validated.”
163.

On September 24, 2009, McNeil issued a press release to consumers announcing the

massive recall of 57 lots and 21 different Children’s and Infants’ Tylenol liquid products. The press
release stated in relevant part:
You may have heard that McNeil Consumer Healthcare (the makers of TYLENOL®)
is voluntarily recalling certain lots of Children’s and Infants’ TYLENOL® liquid
products that were manufactured between April, 2008 and June, 2008. All products
manufactured met internal specifications. However, the company is implementing
this recall because during this period, an unused portion of one inactive ingredient
did not meet all quality standards. Therefore, as a precautionary measure, it was
decided to recall all Children’s and Infants’ TYLENOL® liquid products listed
below, which were made during this time.
164.

This press release was materially false and misleading because, in contrast to the

candid letter issued one week before to healthcare professionals, which identified the detection of B.
cepacia

contamination as the reason for the recall and warned about the possibly severe

consequences of B. cepacia infections, the public announcement to consumers recklessly obscured
the reasons that the Company recalled the products and failed to address the potential serious health
risks posed to infants and children from ingesting the contaminated product. The press release also
omitted material information that the Company had recklessly delayed a recall of the products for
more than one year after the products were manufactured and months after the bacteria was detected
in portions of raw materials retained at the Fort Washington facility, until the FDA intervened and
urged the Company to recall almost 8 million bottles of the potentially-tainted product.
165.

On October 13, 2009, J&J issued a press release reporting the Company’s financial

results for the third quarter of 2009, which stated in relevant part:
Worldwide Consumer sales of $4.0 billion for the third quarter
represented a decrease of 2.7% versus the prior year with an increase
of 1.1 % operationally and a negative impact from currency of 3.8%.
Domestic sales decreased 4.4%; international sales decreased 1.4%,
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which reflected an operational increase of 5.2% and a negative
currency impact of 6.6%.
166.

On the same day, the Company held an earnings conference call during which

Defendant Caruso stated as follows:
These are challenging times, but the people of Johnson & Johnson
continue to manage the business very well, focusing on the factors we
can control in terms of execution and cost management and ensuring
that we remain focused on the long-term opportunities that will
benefit our patients and customers and drive sustainable growth.
We continue to manage our cost structure in a disciplined way to
improve operating margins and deliver solid earnings growth and we
are developing plans that deal with the business and macroeconomic
pressures but never losing focus on investing for growth.
167.

On November 4, 2009, J&J filed with the SEC its quarterly report on Form 10-Q for

Third Quarter 2008, which stated in relevant part:
In the third quarter of 2007, the Company announced restructuring
initiatives in an effort to improve its overall cost structure. This action
was taken to offset the anticipated negative impacts associated with
generic competition in the Pharmaceutical segment and challenges in
the drug-eluting stent market... This program allowed the Company
to accelerate steps to standardize and streamline certain aspects of its
enterprise-wide functions such as human resources, finance and
information technology to support growth across the business, while
also leveraging its scale more effectively in areas such as
procurement to benefit its operating companies. Additionally, as part
of this initiative, the Company eliminated approximately 4,200
positions.
168.

These statements in the October 13, 2009 earnings conference call and the Third

Quarter 2009 10-Q were false and misleading because J&J did not disclose that the Company’s
restructuring initiative and reckless cost cutting following the PCH acquisition involved a dramatic
shift in manufacturing and quality-control supervision over the Company’s OTC medicines from the
Company’s highly-regulated Pharmaceutical segment to the Consumer segment, which was focused
more on high profit margins than regulatory compliance. Moreover, investors could not have
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gleaned from these statements that, in J&J’s effort to reduce costs in the Pharmaceuticals segment
through consolidation, the Company’s executives set inconceivable operational sales growth targets
at McNeil and in the Consumer segment that recklessly disregarded quality assurance and good
manufacturing practices. Furthermore, despite announcing the Company’s reduction in force, J&J
did not disclose that among the casualties of this lay-off were crucial, experienced employees in
McNeil’s quality control department. Defendants further failed to disclose that they had suppressed
and delayed recalls of McNeil OTC medicines (Motrin and Children’s and Infants’ Tylenol) until
third quarter 2009, after quality assurance failures had resulted in the distribution of defective and
potentially bacteria-contaminated products. Also, the disclosure in the Company’s Third Quarter
2009 Form 10-Q was substantially similar to disclosures in prior quarters’ Form 10-Q SEC filings,
which similarly were materially false and misleading and omitted material information.
169.

In response to this news, on November 4, 2009, J&J’s stock price ticked up from the

prior day’s closing price, to close at $64.76.
E.

J&J Belatedly Discloses Recalls of Tainted OTC Medicines in Late 2009

170.

On November 6, 2009, McNeil issued a press release announcing a recall of a limited

number of Tylenol Arthritis Caplets, which stated in relevant part:
In consultation with the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA),
McNeil Consumer Healthcare, Division of McNEIL-PPC, Inc., is
initiating a voluntary recall of a limited number of product lots of
TYLENOL® Arthritis Pain Caplet 100 count bottles, with the
distinctive red EZ-OPEN CAP. McNeil is initiating the recall after
identifying an uncharacteristic smell or taste associated with these
lots that led to a small number of consumers reporting nausea and
related symptoms. This recall includes five product lots only..., and
does not include any other lots of TYLENOL® Arthritis Pain Caplet
100 count with EZ-OPEN CAP or any other TYLENOL ® Arthritis
Pain products. McNeil is implementing this recall as a precaution.
171.

Shortly thereafter, on December 18, 2009, McNeil announced a more expansive recall

in a press release which stated in relevant part:
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In consultation with the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA),
McNeil Consumer Healthcare, Division of McNEIL-PPC, Inc., is
expanding its voluntary recall to include all available product lots of
TYLENOL® Arthritis Pain Caplet 100 count bottles, with the
distinctive red EZ-OPEN CAP.... In November 2009, 5 lots of this
product were recalled due to consumer reports of an unusual moldy,
musty, or mildew-like odor that was associated with nausea, stomach
pain, vomiting and diarrhea. The recall is being expanded, as a
precaution, to include all TYLENOL ® Arthritis Pain Caplet 100
count bottles with the distinctive red EZ-OPEN CAP.
The uncharacteristic smell is caused by the presence oftrace amounts
of a chemical called 2,4,6-tribromoanisole. The source of 2,4,6tribromoanisole is believed to be the breakdown of a chemical used to
treat wooden pallets that transport and store packaging materials. The
health effects of this compound have not been well studied, and to
date all of the observed events reported to McNeil were temporary
and non-serious.
172.

These press releases did not disclose that the FDA had chastised the Company’s

premature termination of its investigation into the root cause of the unusually moldy and musty
product odor. In fact, J&J avoided even reporting the event to the FDA for one year, when
Defendants knew that FDA regulations required reporting incidents within 3 working days.
Similarly, Defendants failed to recall the tainted products until the FDA intervened after an
inspection in 2009 unearthed the related unresolved customer complaints. McNeil’s press releases
reporting the Tylenol recalls deliberately and recklessly omitted all of these material facts, rendering
the press releases false and misleading.
173.

On January 8, 2010, FDA investigators sent McNeil a scathing inspection report

memorializing serious quality control and regulatory violations at the Puerto Rico manufacturing
facility. The FDA cited Defendants for their slapdash investigation of the moldiness and musty
odors associated with certain OTC medicines, among other “recurrent” quality control deficiencies.
174.

Among other things, in the Form 483 Inspectional Observations report issued to

McNeil on January 8, 2010, the FDA noted that since August 2008, McNeil’s Las Piedras, Puerto
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Rico plant had generated, among other things, 17 event investigations, 4 manufacturing “clearance
incidences” attributed to cleaning deviations, and 123 mix-up related consumer complaints. The
product mix-ups included Tylenol PM Geltabs mixed in with Children’s Tylenol Meltaway packages
in April 2009 and Tylenol PM Caplets at the filler machine for the Motrin IB Caplet 100 packaging
line in June 2009. The FDA noted that the potential for product mix-up at the plant was a “recurrent
observation” and that there was “no assurance” that preventive and corrective actions were adequate
to prevent recurrence.
175. A week later, on January 15, 2010 the FDA sent Defendants Weldon and Luther a
“WARNING LETTER” stating the following:
We are aware of the complaint information available to your
company, the sequence of events, and the extent ofyour firm’s follow
up measures during this period. We have concluded that your
company did not conduct a timely, comprehensive investigation.
Your initial investigation into the root cause of the odor was
unjustifiably delayed and terminated prematurely. Numerous
complaints were received over a four month period in 2008 before
they were considered a trend and before actions were initiated to
determine the root cause. When microbiological testing in August
2008 did not support an initial speculation that microbial
contamination was the root cause of the odor, the investigation was
closed. No other possible root causes were pursued. Yourfirm lacked
adequatejustification for this decision.
Complaints of uncharacteristic odor were reported again in April
2009. Approximately 112 similar complaints were received by
August 3, 2009. Although your firm had test results indicative of
contamination with TBA as the source of the off odor on the
complaint samples since September 2009, these results were not
shared with FDA until after the initiation of the inspection and
following several requests for this information made by the district
office.
In October 2009, you concluded that the most probable root cause of
the odor in the Tylenol Arthritis Relief caplets was the exposure of
drug product bottles to wood pallets chemically treated with TBA.
You did not expand the scope of the investigation to other lots and
products potentially affected by this deviation. This would include,
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for example, products packaged in bottles from the same supplier that
used the same type of wooden pallets, and other products
manufactured by your facility for which odor complaints were
received.
*

*

*

[T]he timing and depth of your investigative efforts regarding
uncharacteristic odor complaints were insufficient to meet good
manufacturing practice. Your firm’s management, including the
Quality Control Unit, was not proactive in response to consumer
complaints. In addition, during the 2008 examination of complaint
samples, your firm’s analysts noted that the tablets, once removed
from the bottle, did not have an unusual odor but the bottle retained a
strong odor. Nonetheless, you did not pursue chemical testing at that
time.
Your firm’s quality management should have ensured the start of
chemical testing far earlier. Failure to do so prolonged identification
and resolution of the problem, resulting in continued consumer
exposure. Quality problems must be thoroughly investigated, root
cause determined, and appropriate corrective and preventive actions
implemented as quickly as possible to limit exposure of the public to
substandard drugs.
*

*

*

Your firm received numerous uncharacteristic odor consumer
complaints during the period of April 2008 through September 2008
for your product Tylenol Arthritis Relief caplets. Nevertheless, you
failed to submit a FAR to FDA within three working days to inform
the Agency of the nature of the problem and the steps that you were
taking to address it. You did not submit the FAR until September 18,
2009, after again noting an adverse, continuing trend of numerous
complaints over the course of a several month period.
The Agency is concerned about the response of Johnson & Johnson
(J&J) to this matter. It appears that when J&J became aware of
FDA’s concerns about the thoroughness and timeliness of McNeil’s
investigation, whether all potentially affected products had been
identified, and whether the recall was adequate in scope, J&J did not
take appropriate actions to resolve these issues. Corporate
management has the responsibility to ensure the quality, safety, and
integrity of its products. Neither upper management at J&J nor at
McNeil Consumer Healthcare assured timely investigation and
resolution of the issues. (Emphasis added).
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F.

J&J Reports Consumer Growth and Increased Earnings For Fourth
Quarter and Full Year 2009

176.

On January 26, 2010, J&J reported Fourth Quarter and Full-Year 2009 results,

announcing increased sales of $16.6 billion for the quarter, which was a 9% increase as compared to
the fourth quarter 2008. The Company further reported overall “Worldwide” sales for full-year 2009
of $61.9 billion, which was a decrease of 2.9% over 2008 resulting from a 0.3% operational decline
and a contributing negative impact from current of 2.6%. Again, J&J attributed the decline in
revenues to significant declines in its Pharmaceutical segment sales of $22.5 billion for full-year
2009, which resulted in part from an operational decline of 6.1 % from 2008. J&J also again reported
strong Consumer sales, with reported “Worldwide Consumer sales of $15.8 billion for the full-year
2009,” which it reported as a 2% operational growth over the prior year.
177.

Defendant Weldon stated in the press release: “In a year of tremendous challenge, we

maintained our long-term focus while delivering solid results...” Weldon’s statements were
materially false and misleading because, as indicated in the FDA’s Warning Letter which Weldon
had received a mere 11 days prior to issuing J&J’s earnings release, the Company had not
maintained a long-term focus. To the contrary, J&J sacrificed the Company’s long-term reputation
and quality image for short-term profits achieved through reckless cost cutting dictated at the highest
levels of J&J. J&J’s executives also had instituted a phantom recall and quashed public release of
any information regarding defective Motrin pills during 2009. At the direction of Luther and J&J
executives, the Company exerted extensive efforts to avoid a necessary recall of the defective Motrin
product until forced by the FDA to publicly announce a recall.
178.

In connection with the Fourth Quarter and Full-Year 2009 earnings release,

Defendants announced earnings guidance for full-year 2010 of $4.85 to $4.95 per share, excluding
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special items, and held a conference call with analysts and investors, during which Defendant
Weldon further commented:
At the foundation of Johnson & Johnson’s business is a fundamental
commitment to our Credo, which was established in 1943 and
provides a common set of values to our approximately 115,000
employees around the globe. The four tenets of our credo provide a
clear focus and mindset for how we approach each decision -patients and customers first; then our employees, our communities
and our shareholders.
We are very conscious of the bar we set for ourselves and that
consumers expect more from us than from others because of our
history and reputation. A recent consumer product recall and FDA
warning letter were important reminders ofthis expectation and the
vigilance it requires. I want to assure you that we take these matters
very seriously and nothing is more important to us than the health
and safety of the people who use our products. We are undertaking
a thorough review of our procedures to ensure that we identify
potential improvements we could make movingforward. We believe
these and other actions we are taking will address the concerns of the
FDA raised in its warning letter, and we will be working in close
consultation with them.
When McNeil Consumer Healthcare first received some complaints
on a musty odor associated with our products in 2008, the company
conducted a microbiological investigation to check for the presence
ofbacteria and mold, which would be consistent with the presence of
the odor. No bacteria or mold was found down, and it was believed
that the complaints were likely an isolated issue.
When similar complaint trends were identified in 2009, the company
initiated further investigation and novel forensic testing. McNeil
determined that the reported uncharacteristic odor was caused by
trace amounts of a chemical byproduct originating from the treatment
of wood pallets used to transport and store product packaging
materials. Subsequently, we initiated a voluntary product recall
based on broad precautionary criteria, recalling numerous product
lots that had not been the subject of any customer complaints.
Even as we continue our investigation, we have taken additional
actions beyond the recall to assure product quality. We have required
suppliers who ship materials to our plants to discontinue the use of
the type of wood pallets associated with the recall. We are
conducting full inspections of all materials coming into our facilities
and have had outside experts evaluate our plants. We are confident in
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moving forward with production, and we will continue to monitor
and evaluate the situation and consult with the FDA.
179.

Weldon’s statements were materially false and misleading because J&J had

abandoned its Credo and failed to put patients or customers first. Instead, J&J – from the highest
levels of management – had implemented cost-cutting initiatives that ignored good manufacturing
practices and placed the Company’s bottom line profits ahead of the vigilant quality control and
product integrity that Consumers and investors expected.
180.

Weldon’s statements also were materially false and misleading because, in the

context of discussing the Company’s purported voluntary recall and other steps taken to address
product quality concerns, he omitted any mention of the Company’s violations of FDA regulations
by commencing a phantom recall of defective Motrin in 2009. By omitting reference to the phantom
recalls and the FDA’s scathing rebuke of J&J in February 2010, Weldon’s statements created a
misleading impression that J&J had self-initiated the recalls in response to isolated incidents and that
J&J was taking responsible steps toward ensuring product safety and transparency with consumers
when, in fact, these recalls had been initiated at the behest of the FDA after it delivered a harsh
response to J&J’s failure to address serious, recurrent and systemic quality control violations at the
McNeil plant in Puerto Rico.
181.

On March 1, 2010, J&J filed its 2009 Annual Report on Form 10-K with the SEC.

The Form 10-K stated in pertinent part that the Company’s “[OTC] Pharmaceuticals and Nutritionals
franchise sales were $5.6 billion, a decrease of 4.5% from 2008....” J&J addressed the recalls
emanating from McNeil’s moldy, musty-smelling Tylenol products, as follows:
In December 2009, the Company announced a voluntary recall of all
lots of TYLENOL® Arthritis Pain 100 count with EZ-OPEN CAP
following reports of an uncharacteristic smell; however, there was an
insignificant impact on sales. In January 2010, the Company has
undertaken a broader voluntary recall of TYLENOL® and certain
OTC products as a precautionary action. (emphasis added)
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182.

Defendants failed to disclose in the 2009 Form 10-K that J&J’s reckless and

undisciplined cost-cutting had caused systemic quality control problems throughout full-year 2009.
Defendants consciously and recklessly omitted any information regarding the adverse effect that the
Company’s aggressive cost-cutting was having on product safety and effectiveness. Defendants’
material omissions violated internal Company procedures, FDA protocols and Item 303 of SEC
Regulation S-K. By March 1, 2010, when J&J filed its Form 10-K with the SEC, it was abundantly
foreseeable to Defendants that J&J’s and McNeil’s reckless disregard for quality control, including
Defendants’ failure to commit proper funding and resources to McNeil to assure quality control,
would ultimately have a material impact on the Company’s sales, revenues, income and earnings.
Defendants had a duty to disclose this internally known trend of deteriorating quality control
pursuant to Regulation S-K.
VI. THE TRUTH GRADUALLY BEGINS TO EMERGE
A. The Financial Impact From Defendants’ Deficient Quality Controls and
Resulting Product Recalls Begins to Materialize In First Quarter 2010
Reported Results
183.

On April 20, 2010, J&J issued a press release reporting the Company’s financial

results for the first quarter of 2010, which stated in relevant part:
Worldwide Consumer sales of $3.8 billion for the first quarter
represented an increase of 1.5% versus the prior year consisting of a
decrease of 3.7% operationally and a positive impact from currency
of 5.2%. Domestic sales decreased 9.6%; international sales increased
11.1 %, which reflected an operational increase of 1.4% and a positive
currency impact of 9.7%.
Positive contributors to operational results were NEUTROGENA®,
AVEENO® and LE PETIT MARSEILLAIS ® skin care products;
ZYRTEC® over-the-counter allergy treatment; international sales of
LISTERINE® antiseptic mouth rinse; and women’s sanitary
protection products. These operational sales increases were more
than offset by the impact of the previously announced recall of
selected OTC products as well as the devaluation of the Venezuelan
currency. (emphasis added)
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184.

On April 20, 2010, Defendants held a conference call with investment analysts,

during which Defendant Caruso, J&J’s CFO, engaged in the following colloquy:
[Analyst]: Okay. And then the recall in OTC, could you quantify the
impact in the first quarter and I assume that we should see a catch-up
in the second quarter, is that correct?
[Caruso]: Well, maybe the best way to quantify the impact in the first
quarter, the overall consumer business was down 3.7% operationally.
Without that, the consumer business would have been about flat for
the first quarter. So that gives you sort of an overall impact and you
can see that the OTC business in the first quarter in the US was down
25% from the prior year. So they are the two best indicators to assess
the overall impact.
As I mentioned earlier, Larry, we are now resuming production levels
and shipments are now resuming to more normal levels. So I think
there will be some improvement obviously in the second quarter, but
we still will see some impact from not being on the market in the
early part of the second quarter. So we will have to wait and see how
that plays out during the second quarter.
*

*

*

[Analyst]: And just to follow-up on OTC, when do you think we will
get back to trend line in that business?
[Caruso]: we have resumed obviously production levels and
shipment levels are now approaching, this point in this quarter,
approaching the normal levels of shipments. So I think we will see
some impact in the second quarter obviously because we have just
recently gotten back to those levels, but then, of course, throughout
the quarter, we will approach normal levels. And importantly you
know, this OTC recall has not really impacted either physician
recommendations or consumer preferences. Our ratings on these
types of things that we consistently monitor remain as high as they
have always been. So we are very pleased with that.
185.

On this news, the Company’s common stock price began a steady decline that would

continue over the ensuing three months as the market gradually learned the true state of affairs
regarding the Company’s quality control failures. From a close on April 19, 2010 of $66.03 per
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share through to the end of the Class Period on July 21, 2010 when the stock closed at $57.12 per
share, the stock price experienced a 13.5 percent decline.
186.

Notwithstanding Caruso’s announcement on April 20, 2010 that the Company’s

Consumer business was “down 3.7% operationally” in the first quarter as a result of the first quarter
2010 recalls, his statements during the April 20 conference call were false and misleading because
in the context of discussing the Company’s purported voluntary recalls and other steps taken to
address product quality concerns, he consciously and recklessly omitted material information
regarding the twenty-month delay of the “moldy” Tylenol recall in 2008 and 2009, and the phantom
recall of Motrin conducted in early 2009. Caruso also consciously and recklessly failed to disclose
that all facets of McNeil’s quality assurance procedures had come under intense scrutiny by the
FDA, culminating in a meeting on February 19, 2010 attended by FDA compliance staff, Defendants
Goggins and Luther and other Company executives to address the serious nature of violations of
quality control and good manufacturing practices at McNeil’s Puerto Rico plant. Consequently,
Caruso’s statements created a materially misleading impression that J&J, through its initiation of
voluntary recalls, was taking responsible steps toward ensuring product safety and transparency with
consumers.
187.

Caruso also consciously and recklessly failed to disclose that the announced voluntary

recalls had been preceded by undisclosed, phantom recalls. Caruso’s bold statement that the “OTC
recall has not really impacted either physician recommendations or consumer preferences” was
materially misleading because, having failed to disclose the phantom recalls, it was not meaningfully
represented by the Company that “consumer preferences” had not been impacted. It further was a
statement made at the time without a verifiable basis and omitted any information regarding
undisclosed material changes in quality controls at McNeil and J&J’s deliberate disregard of
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required FDA procedures for reporting of the adverse events known by Defendants as early as April
2008 but not disclosed.
B. Defendants Announce A Widespread Recall of Children’s and Infants’
Liquid Medicines But Continue to Conceal the True Extent of the
Company’s Control Failures
188.

On April 30, 2010, McNeil issued a press release which stated in relevant part:
McNeil Consumer Healthcare, Division of McNEIL-PPC, Inc., in
consultation with the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), is
voluntarily recalling all lots that have not yet expired of certain overthe-counter (OTC) Children’s and Infants’ liquid products
manufactured in the United States and distributed in the United
States, Canada, Dominican Republic, Dubai (UAE), Fiji, Guam,
Guatemala, Jamaica, Puerto Rico, Panama, Trinidad & Tobago, and
Kuwait....
McNeil Consumer Healthcare is initiating this voluntary recall
because some of these products may not meet required quality
standards. This recall is not being undertaken on the basis of adverse
medical events. However, as a precautionary measure, parents and
caregivers should not administer these products to their children.
Some of the products included in the recall may contain a higher
concentration of active ingredient than is specified; others may
contain inactive ingredients that may not meet internal testing
requirements; and others may contain tiny particles. While the
potential for serious medical events is remote, the company advises
consumers who have purchased these recalled products to discontinue
use.
The company is conducting a comprehensive quality assessment
across its manufacturing operations and has identified corrective
actions that will be implemented before new manufacturing is
initiated at the plant where the recalled products were made.

189.

Although Defendants issued public notice of the OTC children’s products recall, the

press release did not reveal the true nature of the cause of the lack of quality controls for the recalled
defective products. Defendants falsely portrayed the recall as entirely “voluntary' by the Company
and failed to disclose that all facets of McNeil’s quality assurance procedures had come under
intense scrutiny by the FDA, culminating in an “extraordinary' meeting on February 19, 2010,
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which Defendants Goggins and Luther had both attended. The FDA convened the extraordinary
meeting to address with J&J and McNeil senior executives the cavalier attitude toward serious
violations of quality control at McNeil. Luther, Goggins and other J&J and McNeil executives had
known for years that quality controls at the Fort Washington plant were deficient. Goggins
expressly admitted to Congress in her May 27, 2010 sworn testimony that “we became aware” that
there were “quality issues” at McNeil probably “in the first half of 2009.” Months before the April
30, 2010 recall, the FDA had been “calling” J&J on its “whole quality system,” according to sworn
testimony by FDA representatives at the May 27, 2010 House Committee hearing. The FDA
representative testified it had brought in the Company executives and “forc[ed] really very major
changes in the Company’s approach to quality.” J&J and McNeil failed to disclose that the recall
was being taken because the FDA had taken J&J executives to task for what the FDA described to
Congress as a “systematic problem” with the Company and its “culture of compliance.”
190.

The next day, on May 1, 2010, the FDA issued a press release providing consumers

specific advice regarding the recalled McNeil children’s and infants’ products, which the FDA
emphasized should not be used, and instead directed parents and caregivers to purchase generic
versions of the medicines. The FDA also stated:
While the potential for serious health problems is remote, Americans
deserve medications that are safe, effective and ofthe highest quality.
We are investigating the products and facilities associated with this
recall and will provide updates as we learn more.
191.

On May 4, 2010, the FDA posted its 483 Inspection Report of the Fort Washington

plant on its website and held a media briefing to explain the FDA’s findings. The 483 Report
identified numerous violations of cGMP and documented the systemic quality control failure of the
plant. Most troublingly, the 483 report noted that required corrective actions were not taken when
foreign material, particulate matter, and/or contamination were observed in at least 21 separate drug
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batches from May 2009 to April 2010. Similarly, required corrective actions were not taken after 46
consumer complaints regarding foreign materials consisting of black or dark specks from June 2009
through April 2010. The 483 report also noted the lack of manufacturing controls to monitor the
output and test the performance of the plant’s manufacturing processes and the lack of laboratory
controls to assure that drug products comply with quality and purity standards.
192.

During the May 4, 2010 media briefing, the FDA stated: “Because this is a large

scale recall of more than 50 over-the-counter medications for infants and children this action has
generated a great deal of interest from consumers and the media.” The FDA reiterated that the 483
Inspection Report “cites numerous deficiencies in the ways in which McNeil’s products were
manufactured in which the manufacturing process for those products was controlled;” and
emphasized that “[m]ost significant deficiencies relate to the firm’s failure to sufficiently investigate
and correct problems found in its manufacturing and in its drugs. Changing the manufacturing
process without assuring the change would not harm the quality of the drugs and not maintaining
proper facilities and procedures for testing drugs.”
193.

As is now known, Defendants had been aware of these facts since August 2007 when

Bob Miller and his staff had identified in writing serious quality control issues at the Fort
Washington plant. But Goggins and Luther denied any funding to remedy the identified problems
subsequent to the PCH acquisition. Goggins also consciously and recklessly disregarded known
deficiencies when consolidating the Pfizer consumer brands with McNeil’s product lines at the Fort
Washington plant, which drew a sharp rebuke from the FDA during its comprehensive inspection of
the Fort Washington plant in connection with the widespread recall of children’s and infants’
medicines on April 30, 2010.
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194.

The FDA further informed the media that it had met with McNeil and J&J months

before in February 2010 and expressed “serious concerns about McNeil’s manufacturing
operations.” The FDA also noted that since February 2010, McNeil had taken actions to improve
but that the “FDA does not yet know whether those actions were sufficient and whether further
action by FDA is needed.” Thus, the financial and other implications of the FDA’s harsh response to
J&J’s cavalier attitude toward quality assurance remained uncertain.
195.

On May 4, 2010, McNeil issued a press release which stated in relevant part:
We have no higher concern than providing parents with the highest
quality products for their children...We will provide a detailed
response to the FDA on their observations, and work diligently to
ensure that they are addressed.
We have temporarily suspended production at our Fort
Washington, PA plant, where the observations were made. We will
not restart operations until we have taken the necessary corrective
actions and can assure the quality of products made there.
This step comes on top of others we already have taken to ensure
quality compliance. Early this year we initiated a comprehensive
assessment of quality and manufacturing systems across our
operations. We have committed extensive internal resources to this
effort, and brought in independent outside experts to assist us.
We will continue to work in close consultation with the FDA to take
corrective action and ensure that our quality operations meet the high
standards that consumers expect from us.

196.

This press release by McNeil, like the April 30, 2010 press release, did not disclose

the long-known trend of systemic quality control failures at the Fort Washington plant, which were
known to or recklessly disregarded by the Individual Defendants since the first half of 2009,
according to Goggins’ own admissions to Congress. J&J had not taken steps to ensure quality
compliance as the press release indicated. Instead, Defendants recklessly disregarded essential
quality control needs and mandated extensive cost cutting and quality assurance head-count
reductions to meet strict financial targets.
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197.

On May 5, 2010, the House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform

(defined previously herein as the “House Committee”) issued a press release stating that it had
commenced an investigation into the circumstances surrounding McNeil’s “major recall of
children’s medication.” Chairman Towns and Ranking Member Darrell Issa (R-CA) announced in
the press release that the investigation was spurred in part by the FDA’s and McNeil’s “conflicting
accounts of the circumstances surrounding the recall, including what prompted the recall and how
serious the recall is.” Additionally, the press release noted: “ In addition, as this is the third recall
of Tylenol products in less than a year, the lawmakers are questioning the adequacy of FDA’s
inspection procedures and whether McNeilfailed to investigate consumer complaints that could
have identified the contamination problems.”
198.

Following J&J’s announcement of the Fort Washington plant closure and the ensuing

Congressional investigation, scores of news reports hit the news wires, trickling out partial and
incomplete information regarding J&J’s quality control failures as documents J&J produced to
Congress and FDA reports slowly leaked into the market. For example, on May 6, 2010, Bloomberg
reported:
It was McNeil’s third major recall in the past eight months because of
quality concerns, the committee said.... J&J on April 30 recalled
some types of infant and children’s Tylenol, Motrin, Zyrtec and
Benadryl.... In January, J&J recalled over-the-counter medicines
including Rolaids, Motrin, some Tylenol brands, Benadryl, St. Joseph
Aspirin and Simply Sleep caplets after receiving complaints about
musty odors in Tylenol caplets and reports of nausea, vomiting and
diarrhea after use.
J&J failed to respond to 46 consumer complaints about the children’s
medicines in the 10 months leading to last week’s recall, according to
an FDA report posted on its website. Inspectors saw debris, dusty
conditions and a hole in a laboratory ceiling among their findings at
the plant, according to the report.
“Black Eye”
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“It’s a black eye” for J&J, the world’s largest health products
company, said Jeff Jonas, an analyst with Gabelli & Co. in Rye, New
York. “How dusty and dirty everything was is quite embarrassing.”
199.

On May 11, 2010, in a presentation to analysts and investors at a Bank of America

Merrill Lynch Healthcare Conference, Defendant Caruso added his own spin to J&J’s closure ofthe
Fort Washington plant. In an attempt at damage control, Caruso falsely represented that the quality
control problems at J&J were limited to Fort Washington:
[Analyst]: In terms of providing a level of confidence that this is a
McNeil-specific issue, what could you say to that in terms of giving
people comfort that in the larger pharmaceutical business, you are
comfortable with the quality systems that you have today and
comfortable with your positioning? Obviously, your history speaks
for itself, but I am just curious if you could elaborate that.
[Caruso]: Well, one thing to keep in mind is this is a very specific
inspection of one manufacturing plant in our consumer business.
The comments by the FDA are very specific to that particular
facility. And the other thing to point out is that we have many
manufacturing facilities around the world that are consistently
inspected, both internally and by outside regulatory agencies,
throughout the year, and those are individually addressed by the
management teams at those businesses. And this particular instance
and this particular recall is reflective of the conditions at the McNeil
Fort Washington facility.”
200.

As Caruso well knew, however, his statements describing the severe quality control

problems at the Fort Washington facility as an isolated event were materially false and misleading
when made because by this time, he and the other Defendants were well aware that J&J’s quality
control problems were not limited to the Fort Washington plant. Caruso failed to disclose that the
FDA had repeatedly warned the Company about quality deficiencies at its Las Piedras, Puerto Rico
and other Consumer products manufacturing plants. As disclosed to Congress by the FDA at the
May 27, 2010 hearing, the FDA had met with J&J executives in an extraordinary meeting to discuss
the overall lax culture of compliance at the Company only months before Caruso stated that the
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FDA’s comments were very specific to the Fort Washington facility. Caruso consciously and
recklessly misrepresented the true pervasive nature of the quality control problems at J&J, which he
knew or should have known had a serious danger of misleading analysts and investors.
201.

During the same investor conference on May 11, 2010, Defendant Caruso boldly

stated:
The overarching principles by which we operate the Company are
embodied in our Credo. It is a very well-known document that
espouses the principles by which we operate our business. It has been
in existence in our Company for over 60 years, and it guides all of
our decision-making.
202.

When pressed by analysts as to the “root causes” and the “specific set of

circumstances” that caused the Fort Washington recall of certain infant and children’s products
announced at the end of April by McNeil Consumer Healthcare, Caruso deflected the real “root
causes” of J&J’s pervasive quality control deficiencies and emphasized only that there was no
reported adverse medical event that led to the massive recall. Caruso also expressly stated that the
recall was “voluntary” and omitted any mention of the adverse impacts from the aggressive cost
cutting and the delay in the recall subsequent to repeated customer complaints in 2009. Caruso
consciously and recklessly created a misleading impression that J&J, through its initiation of
voluntary recalls, was taking responsible steps toward ensuring product safety and transparency with
consumers when, in fact, these recalls were precipitated by stern intervention by the FDA.
203.

In addition, Caruso’s statement that J&J was committed to its “Credo” was also

materially false and misleading. The Credo expressly states that J&J’s “first responsibility is to the
doctors, nurses and patients, to mothers and fathers and all others who use our products and
services” and that in carrying out this responsibility “everything we do must be of high quality.” By
consciously opting to put cost cutting ahead of quality control and by conducting stealth recalls of
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defective Motrin product that were not disclosed, Caruso and the other Defendants consciously
failed to honor their commitment to J&J’s widely-published Credo.
C. Additional Facts Regarding J&J’s Systemic Quality Control Failures,
Including the Company’s Orchestration of Phantom Recalls, Are
Gradually Exposed
204.

On May 17, 2010, the FDA issued a statement on its website, announcing that it was

expanding its probe of the J&J recalls to conduct a “company-wide investigation” ofMcNeil’s drug
manufacturing practices “to determine whether similar problems [as those observed at the Fort
Washington plant] exist throughout the Company and what additional steps the agency must take to
ensure that these problems do not recur.”
205.

This announcement on May 17, 2010 regarding the FDA’s expanded investigation

sparked a media frenzy leading up to the Congressional hearing on May 27, 2010, as additional news
regarding J&J and McNeil slowly trickled out into the market. In response to this announcement, on
May 18, 2010, the Company’s stock price declined from the prior day’s close by $0.91 per share to
close at $62.97 per share.
206.

On May 18, 2010 at 7:51 p.m. ET, The Wall Street Journal Online reported new

information regarding the children’s and infants’ medicine recall, in relevant part as follows:
New details about problems with J&J’s production and recall of
certain children’s medicines are emerging as the company faces
growing scrutiny in Washington, D.C.
Some samples ofrecalled infants’ Tylenol were tested to contain as
much as 24% more active ingredient than shown on the label,
according to a letter that J&J’s McNeil Consumer Healthcare unit
sent to doctors and poison-control officials that was reviewed by The
Wall Street Journal.
The company said the suspect medicines hadn’t reached the
marketplace, and its testing of other batches that had been released to
the market didn’t find any problems. “But we cannot confirm that
all the individual bottles were within specification or that 24%
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would have been the maximum,” according to the letter which didn’t

indicate when or how the testing was done.
207.

On this news, J&J’s stock price dropped again, on May 19, 2010, by $0.75 per share

to close at $62.22 per share.
208.

On May 24, 2010, Senator Tom Harkin, Chairman of the U.S. Senate Committee on

Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions, sent the FDA a letter that stated in relevant part:
I am writing to express deep concern over the recent recall of more
than 40 medications for infants and children manufactured by
Johnson & Johnson’s McNeil Consumer Healthcare unit ... I am
especially concerned because so many of the drugs at issue in this
recall were intended for infants and children.
This recall is only the most recent in a series of disturbing events
associated with products sold by the company since September 2009.
September 2009: McNeil recalled products contaminated with
bacteria.
October 2009: McNeil products were stolen from a cargo terminal in
Jacksonville, Florida, and the public was advised not to use the
products.
December 2009: After consumer complaints reaching as far back as
2008, McNeil recalled products due to a musty odor.
May 2010: McNeil recalled children’s products because they were
sub- and super-potent, contained particles, included base ingredients
that did not meet internal testing requirements, and were
contaminated with gram-negative bacteria. According to the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention, the bacteria, later identified as B.
cepacia, are often transmitted by contaminated medical products and
are often resistant to common antibiotics. Despite at least 46
consumer complaints in the last year, McNeil did not initiate the
recall until May, following an inspection by FDA.
209.

In response to this news, J&J’s stock price continued to slowly decline, closing on

May 25, 2010 at $60.35 per share.
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210.

On May 27, 2010, the House Committee held a hearing regarding the J&J recalls. At

that hearing, Committee Chairman Edolphus Towns made an opening statement, which included the
following:
Less than a month ago a Johnson & Johnson company known as
McNeil Consumer Healthcare recalled over 40 variations of
children’s medicine, including such widely used products as
Children’s Tylenol, Children’s Motrin, Children’s Benadryl and
Tylenol Infants’ Drops.
This recall was carried out because ofproduction problems at McNeil
that affected the quality, purity and potency of the medicine. McNeil
received dozens of consumer complaints about foreign particles in
children’s medicine, which were later confirmed by McNeil.
In addition, tests at the plant show that three batches of Infant’s
Tylenol were found to be ‘super potent,’ meaning that they contained
an overdose of the active ingredient.
McNeil’s production of children’s medicine was shut down by the
company and a month later it is still shut down. The FDA is currently
investigating any possible links between the recalled medicine and
adverse health effects on children who took that medicine.
The FDA is also currently reviewing reports of children who died to
determine if there is any connection between those deaths and this
recall. At this point, the FDA is not aware of any connection between
the recalled medicine and the death of any child.
One document the Committee received from the FDA refers to the
case of a 1 %2 year old girl who died. That document reads,
“coroner’s office called to report the death of a 1 %2 year old female
that is suspected to be related to a Tylenol product.”
211.

Congressman Towns then disclosed—for the first time—evidence that J&J had

conducted surreptitious, phantom recalls of Motrin using covert contractors:
Just last night, the Committee obtained from the FDA even more
disturbing information. According to an FDA document, McNeil
knew there was a potential problem with one of its Motrin products
that was on the market in 2008, but rather than issue a public recall,
McNeil allegedly sent contractors out to stores to buy the product
back and told the stores ‘not to mention’ a recall.
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After the FDA confronted McNeil about this, McNeil announced a
recall of the affected products.
This ‘phantom recall’ warrants further investigation by this
Committee. Who at McNeil and Johnson & Johnson knew about this
scheme? How high up in the corporate suite was this scheme
hatched? Is this a standard operating practice for McNeil? (Emphasis
added).
212. At the same hearing, Joshua M. Sharfstein, M.D., Principal Deputy Commissioner for
the FDA, testified in relevant part as follows:
Spring/Summer 2009. At its Fort Washington facility, McNeil
makes a wide variety of OTC products, including a large number of
OTC liquid products for children.
In May and June 2009, FDA identified several cGMP violations,
including McNeil’s failure to meet its own standard for quality in one
of the ingredients in OTC liquids. McNeil’s standard for this
ingredient, known as microcrystalline cellulose, required that there
be no gram-negative bacteria. McNeil purchased the cellulose in
partial lots that had not tested positive for this objectionable
bacteria. The vendor tested other partial lots from the same large
master lot and found a certain gram negative bacteria called B.
cepacia. According to cGMP standards, McNeil should not have
used any partial lots from this master lot.
*

*

*

Yet, because the company had not kept to its standard, it represented
a cGMP violation, and the company initiated a recall of almost eight
million bottles of finished product in August 2009.
Fall 2009. At its Las Piedras, Puerto Rico, facility, McNeil makes a
large number of OTC pills for the U.S. market.
In the fall of last year, FDA became aware that McNeil had received
reports of products from this facility having a musty odor. Yet,
McNeil had not fully investigated these reports for about a year and
did not notify FDA despite the requirement that such reports be
referred to the Agency within three days.
FDA inspectors urged McNeil to conduct a complete investigation,
which eventually identified the source of the odor to be a chemical,
called 2,4,6-Tribromoanisole or TBA, which was in the air because of
a pesticide used on the wood of the pallets used to store empty
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medication bottles. McNeil initiated a series of recalls as the scope of
the problem became clear.
The risk posed to the public by this problem included potential
temporary, non-serious gastrointestinal reactions – including nausea,
stomach pain, vomiting, or diarrhea. Very little is known about the
chemical TBA, but in the small quantities transferred to the products,
it is not thought to pose a serious risk for long-term health problems.
On January 15, 2010, FDA issued a warning letter to McNeil
expressing serious concerns about the company’s control over the
quality of its drugs and the company’s failure to aggressively
investigate and correct quality problems. This letter identified
significant violations of the cGMP regulations. FDA noted that
neither upper management at Johnson & Johnson nor at McNeil
assured timely investigation and resolution of the issues.
*

*

*

February 2010. On February 19, 2010, senior compliance staff from
FDA’s Center for Drug Evaluation and Research and from FDA’s
field organization met with senior officials from McNeil and its
parent company, Johnson & Johnson. Attendees included the
President of McNeil, the Company Group Chairman for OTC at
Johnson & Johnson, as well as a number of Quality Assurance
executives from both companies.
This was an extraordinary meeting. FDA requested that senior
officials from Johnson & Johnson attend the meeting so they would
be on notice regarding FDA’s rising concerns about whether
McNeil’s corporate culture supported a robust quality system to
ensure the purity, potency and safety of its products. FDA also raised
concerns about Johnson & Johnson’s oversight of McNeil due to
recent multiple recalls of McNeil products and recent warning letters
FDA had issued to both McNeil and its parent company, Johnson &
Johnson. Based on the Fort Washington and Las Piedras inspections
in 2009 as well as the firm’s recent compliance history, FDA
expressed its significant concern that there was a pattern of conduct
including failure to report material information to FDA in a timely
manner, miscalculating and/or misstating risks and benefits of their
products, and reactive vs. proactive approaches to product quality
problems. FDA told the company’s leadership that significant,
immediate steps were needed to address issues of compliance and
quality, especially in investigating product quality issues so that the
company could take preventive action to avoid problems.
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The Agency learned that McNeil was taking several major steps to
address these issues, including implementing management reporting
structure changes, hiring new managers, and engaging a third party
manufacturing consultant. FDA indicated that it would continue to
monitor closely and consider further action, and that it was concerned
about whether the company’s corporate culture was appropriately
focused on product quality issues.
April 2010. In April, FDA inspectors returned to McNeil’s Fort
Washington facility. This inspection was scheduled sooner than usual
due to McNeil’s recent history of compliance problems, including
numerous recalls and cGMP deficiencies discovered in the June 2009
Fort Washington inspection, which had a significant impact on the
scheduling of the April 2010 inspection.
Days before the inspectors arrived, McNeil shut down manufacturing
because of manufacturing issues, including particulates found in a
number of liquid medications. These particulates included
acetaminophen, cellulose, nickel, and chromium. FDA inspectors
identified a range of cGMP violations. These included the company
failing to meet its own specifications for bacteria and particulates
and, for one Tylenol product, the possibility of higher than expected
concentrations of Tylenol per dropper.
*

*

*

Although the public health risk from these quality problems is low,
these problems should never have occurred, and the cGMP failures at
the facility that caused them were unacceptable. Following cGMP
requirements assures that products are consistent in their safety and
effectiveness and failure to follow those procedures undermines
consumer confidence. On April 30, 2010, McNeil announced a
voluntary recall of over 136 million bottles of liquid infants’ and
children’s products.
213. Through the revelations at the May 27, 2010 Congressional hearing, shareholders and
the investing public were partially informed of the true extent of J&J’ quality control deficiencies
and lapses. These systemic problems had been known internally and concealed by Defendants since
at least October 14, 2008 (the beginning of the Class Period) and resulted from Defendants’ reckless
restructuring of the reporting lines at McNeil. Under Goggins’ and Luther’s direction and control,
aggressive cost cuts severely marginalized quality assurances for the Company’s OTC medicines.
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214.

During the May 27, 2010 Congressional hearing, Chairman Towns specifically asked

Defendant Goggins about steps J&J had taken in connection with the phantom recall of defective
Motrin products: “Did you have contractors go back to stores and buy medicine instead of
recalling the medicine?” Goggins unequivocally replied: “ No, we didn’t.” Pressing further,
Chairman Towns quoted J&J documents produced to Congress and asked Goggins: “In other words,
to tell us—for the contractors to go in and say, ‘Do not mention the fact that this is a recall.’ You
know nothing about any of that?” Goggins again claimed total ignorance of these facts, stating: “ I
know nothing about that, sir.”
215.

When questioned by Congress whether there was a cutback or reshuffling of quality

control personnel and whether Goggins knew anything about that, she stated: “No, I do not. What I
can tell you is ... that in fact the head count is flat from 2006 until now. And in fact, spending was
up 17 percent 2006 to 2009, and it’s up again this year.”
216.

These statements by Goggins were materially false and misleading given that

Goggins was present with Luther at the February 19, 2010 meeting with senior FDA compliance
staff three months earlier during which the FDA raised serious concerns about the phantom recall,
which had been orchestrated by J&J and McNeil executives under Goggins’ supervision in the
Consumer Group. Moreover, Goggins directed the reduction in costs and quality control personnel.
217.

Notwithstanding that J&J’s chosen representative before Congress, Goggins, falsely

denied knowing anything about the phantom recall, the House Committee’s disclosure of internal
documents evidencing the phantom recall was a partial revelation to the public of the deceptive
measures taken by J&J and the Defendants to conceal the extensive quality control lapses at the
Company. But as the House Committee Chairman noted, there was much left for J&J to reveal and
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explain to the public. At the conclusion of the May 27, 2010 hearing, Chairman Towns stated as
follows:
Frankly, what we have heard today is not reassuring.
The initial story was bad enough: On April 30, Johnson & Johnson
announced the largest recall of children’s medicine in history. But it
turns out there wasn’t just one recall. What we have heard about
today is rolling recalls, a phantom recall, a plant shut down, and
management firings.
I was hoping that J&J would be completely forthcoming today, but I
think there are still unanswered questions.
J&J told the Committee staff that this most recent recall involved
only 6 million bottles. That’s a huge number. But today we learned
from the FDA that it was more than 20 times that, namely 136
million bottles. Regarding the phantom recall, J&J testified that there
was no attempt to hide anything. But we uncovered a J&J document
showing that they told their contractor not to say this was a recall.
J&J says that none of its contaminated products has had any adverse
health effects. But the FDA testified today that the issue of whether
any of these products caused deaths is still being investigated.
*

*

*

At this point, there are still many unanswered questions. We
intend to pursue this further. (Emphasis added).
218.

On the day of the Congressional hearing, shares of the Company’s stock declined

$0.63 per share to close at $59.03 per share on May 27, 2010.
219.

Between May 17, 2010 and May 27, 2010, J&J’s stock price declined 7.7 percent, as

this steady, but incomplete, flow of information regarding the true state of the Company’s quality
controls gradually became known to the market.
220.

In light of the evidence presented at the May 27, 2010 hearing that the Company used

third party contractors to effectuate a “silent recall” of Motrin in 2008, the House Committee
expanded its inquiry on June 3, 2010, by issuing letters to two such contractors that stated in part:
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In the course of our investigation, we discovered that in late 2008
Johnson & Johnson learned it had problems with a certain type of
Motrin. Rather than announcing a recall, J&J allegedly hired a
contractor to go to retail stores and surreptitiously purchase the
suspect Motrin. The contractor’s employees were allegedly instructed
to act as though they were ordinary customers. It wasn’t until this
activity was discovered by the Food and Drug Administration that
J&J announced a recall of the affected medication.
According to a document obtained by the Committee, WIS
[International] was recruited by CSCS ‘on behalf of Johnson &
Johnson’ to purchase the suspect Motrin. The WIS document states
that the ‘objective’ is, ‘To visit all the stores on your schedule; locate,
and purchase all of the MOTRIN....’ In addition, the document
provides the following instructions:
You should simply ‘act’ like a regular customer while making
these purchases. THERE MUST BE NO MENTION OF THIS
BEING A RECALL OF THE PRODUCT!
We have expanded our investigation to include the issue of Johnson
& Johnson’s phantom recall of Motrin.
221. On June 11, 2010, Pharmalot.com , a website devoted to the pharmaceutical industry,
posted as follows:
The Johnson & Johnson recall scandal is threatening to envelope the
healthcare giant in ways that, just a few months ago, no one could
imagine. The latest twist involves a series of emails that appear to
lend further credence to what a Congressional committee is calling a
‘phantom recall,’ which was allegedly undertaken to obscure serious
problems with widely used over-the-counter pediatric medications.
The episode is part of a long-running chain of events may prompt the
FDA to consider criminal charges.
At issue are quality-control failures that forced J&J to recently recall
tens of millions of bottles of such venerable brands as Tylenol and
Motrin, among others, which had been found to contain too much
active ingredient or metallic specks. But instead of issuing a recall,
J&J hired an outside contractor to buy Motrin from stores, and its
employees were instructed to act like ‘regular customers’ and not
discuss a possible recall []. This was disclosed at a May 27
Congressional hearing.
Since then, internal J&J documents obtained by Pharmalot would
appear to undercut some of J&J’s contentions, such as the notion that
its contractor’s assignment was limited and transparent. A J&J
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spokeswoman told The New York Times the contractor’s memo was
created without the knowledge of its McNeil Consumer Healthcare
unit. But e-mails suggest J&J employees were aware, including Lily
Vandermolen, an associate product director at McNeil, and Carolyn
Parziale, a director of quality assurance at McNeil.
For instance, an April 1, 2009, email from Rob Small, director of
field operations and transportation at Inmar, a J&J contractor, to
various Inmar and J&J personnel, says: ‘Some stores will not care,
others will ask specifically what we are doing. Initially, we are going
to buy all products as mystery shoppers. We will need to clarify to
the field what the response will be if the store asks questions as we
are reviewing products searching for specific lot codes.’ Suggested
responses to curious retailers? Say you are conducting random quality
packaging checks or looking for packaging changes and need to
purchase samples. Later, though, Inmar employees were told to say
they were conducting an audit, but nothing else. Small did not return
a call for comment.
Recently, Peter Luther, McNeil’s president, told the committee that
McNeil—which recently closed its Fort Washington, Pa., plant after a
scathing FDA inspection— didn’t make children’s meds for other
companies, according to a source close to the investigation. Yet, a
few days later, the FDA announced Blacksmith Brands was recalling
various PediaCare products made for the company at the same
plant....
222. On June 14, 2010, Bloomberg reported as follows:
Johnson & Johnson’s McNeil Consumer Healthcare president
recommended a recall of faulty Motrin pills without notifying
regulators or consumers, according to a person familiar with a
congressional probe of the company.
Peter Luther, whose unit produced the Motrin tablets in 2008, told
McNeil employees in an e-mail to go ahead with a ‘market withdraw
of Motrin,’ writing, ‘Let’s make this happen ASAP.’ The e-mail was
obtained by Bloomberg from the person familiar with the
investigation by the House Oversight and Government Reform
Committee.
*

*

*

The e-mails show that senior McNeil executives were involved with
the plan to buy back the defective Motrin in large quantities, the
person said, and not just perform a sampling of whether the product
made it into stores, as Goggins said in testimony.
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*

*

*

J&J fell 4 cents to $58.42 in New York Stock Exchange composite
trading. The shares have fallen 9.1 percent since the New Brunswick,
New Jersey-based company announced the April 30 recall of 40
children’s medicines. (Emphasis added).
223.

On June 15, 2010, McNeil issued a press release that stated in relevant part:
McNeil Consumer Healthcare, Division of McNEIL-PPC, Inc., is
recalling five product lots as an addition to the list of products
included in the company’s January 15th, 2010 product recall. The
additional lots involved are four product lots of BENADRYL ®
ALLERGY ULTRATAB TM TABLETS, 100 count, sold in the U.S.;
and one product lot of EXTRA STRENGTH TYLENOL® Rapid
Release Gels, 50 count sold in the U.S., Trinidad and Tobago,
Bermuda, and Puerto Rico []. This recall is a follow-up to the product
recall that McNeil Consumer Healthcare announced on January 15th,
2010 and is being taken because the products were inadvertently
omitted from the initial recall action. McNeil Consumer Healthcare
identified the omission and informed the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) of its decision to add these product lots to the
recall list. All these products were produced before the January 15th,
2010 recall. Since January, McNeil Consumer Healthcare has
continued to analyze and evaluate 2,4,6-tribromoanisole (TBA) and
has shared that information with the FDA.

224.

On June 24, 2010, McNeil issued a press release that stated in relevant part:
McNeil Consumer Healthcare, division of McNeil-PPC, Inc., a
Johnson & Johnson company, today announced that it does not
anticipate having sources of supply before the end of 2010 for most
of the products that were produced at its Fort Washington,
Pennsylvania manufacturing facility. Operations at the Fort
Washington plant were suspended in connection with the recent recall
of infants’ and children’s liquid over-the-counter (OTC) products
manufactured there. The suspension of manufacturing also impacted
adult OTC products manufactured at that facility. The majority of
McNeil’s U.S. OTC business is not impacted by the ongoing
suspension of manufacturing at the Fort Washington plant.
As previously announced, the company is conducting a
comprehensive quality assessment across its manufacturing
operations, and has identified corrective actions that will be
implemented before manufacturing resumes at the Fort Washington
plant. McNeil has not yet finalized plans for resumption of
production at the facility. The average annual sales of the products
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manufactured at this facility over the last three years were
approximately $650 million.
225.

For the first time, J&J quantified the revenues previously generated by sales of

products manufactured at the then recently-closed Fort Washington plant. In response, on June 25,
2010, the price of the Company’s stock declined $0.90 per share to close at $58.70 per share on
extraordinarily high trading volume of 45,006,900 shares.
VII. THE TRUTH REGARDING THE FINANCIAL IMPACT OF J&J’S QUALITY
CONTROL FAILURES IS FINALLY REVEALED
226.

On July 20, 2010, J&J issued a press release announcing the Company’s Second

Quarter 2010 results. For Second Quarter 2010, J&J reported a 0.6% increase in sales to $15.3
billion and earnings per share of $1.21, which was an increase of 5.2%.
227.

With respect to the McNeil recalls and quality control issues, Defendant Weldon

stated in the press release that “[r]emedial actions to address the product quality issues at McNeil
Consumer Healthcare are ongoing and of high importance.” In the press release, J&J also lowered
its earnings guidance for full-year 2010 to $4.65 to $4.75 per share, excluding special items. The
earnings release stated in pertinent part that the revised guidance “now reflects the impact of the
voluntary recalls announced earlier this year of certain over-the-counter medicines and the
suspension of manufacturing at the McNeil Consumer Healthcare facility in Fort Washington, Pa.”
228.

The same day, on July 20, 2010, J&J held a conference call for investors to discuss

the Company’s performance and prospects. On that call, J&J provided additional details of the
financial and operational impacts from the Company’s suspension of production at the Fort
Washington plant and reported that it had received a federal grand jury subpoena, as follows:
For the second quarter of 2010 sales for the over-the-counter, or
OTC, pharmaceuticals and nutritionals decreased 13.4% on an
operational basis compared to the same period in 2009, with US sales
down 27.5% and sales outside the US up 1.9% on an operational
basis. Sales were impacted by the voluntary recalls announced earlier
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this year and suspension of production at the McNeil Fort
Washington, Pennsylvania facility.
*

*

*

Regarding the Fort Washington facility, operations at this plant were
suspended in connection with the recall of infants and children’s
liquid OTC products manufactured there. The suspension of
manufacturing also impacted adult OTC products manufactured at
that facility. As was previously announced, we do not anticipating
having ultimate sources of supply before the end of 2010 for most of
the products that were produced at this site.
*

*

*

[T]here are a variety of ongoing legal actions in connection with the
recall, including the initiation of lawsuits against McNeil and the
ongoing governmental investigation into circumstances regarding the
recall. We continue cooperating with thegovernment’s investigation
and requests for information, including the receipt of a grandjury
subpoena from the USAttorney’s Officefor the Eastern District of
Pennsylvania. (Emphasis added).
229.

On the same call, Defendant Caruso disclosed the negative impact on sales resulting

from the inability to ship products from the closed Fort Washington plant:
While our estimates on healthcare reform have not changed, we now
face new additional impacts from the McNeil Consumer product
recalls and the suspension of production at McNeil’s Fort
Washington, Pennsylvania facility, as well as pricing pressures
primarily in the pharmaceutical sector that are accelerating in Europe.
Two items that could not have been previously contemplated.
Let me explain the estimated impact of these two items. Turning to
sales. While the majority of the McNeil’s US OTC business has not
been impacted by these recalls or the suspension of manufacturing at
the Fort Washington facility, the negative impact on our annual
sales from not shipping products produced at this facility is
estimated at approximately $600 million.
230.

On this news, shares of the Company’s stock declined $0.99 per share from a close on

July 19, 2010 of $59.57 per share to close on July 20, 2010 at $58.58 per share, on heavy trading,
and continued to decline on the following day to $57.12 per share.
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231. On July 21, 2010, Reuters reported, among other things, that the Lancaster,
Pennsylvania plant had been cited by the FDA for its quality control failures:
Different Pepcid flavors found in same packages
FDA cites test procedures, complaint handling
Analyst cites remote risk plant could be shut down
J&J shares down 2.5 percent
U. S. inspectors found problems with test procedures, record-keeping
and handling of consumer complaints at a Johnson & Johnson and
Merck & Co manufacturing plant in Lancaster, Pennsylvania, a report
released on Wednesday said.
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration report noted numerous
instances where consumers complained that different products were
packaged together, for instance berry-flavored Pepcid chewable
antacid tablets were mixed in with mint-flavored Pepcid tablets.
Shares in J&J, which runs the plant as part of a joint venture with
Merck, fell 2.5 percent. Merck slipped 1.3 percent. The facility
makes widely used consumer brands, including heartburn drugs
Pepcid and Mylanta.
‘How do you get mint into berry if you’re controlling your
manufacturing process?’ said Jan Wald, an analyst with Noble
Financial Capital Markets who predicted it could be costly for J&J to
fix the litany of quality control lapses cited in the new report.
J&J is grappling with quality control lapses at two of its other plants
that have forced it to recall tens of millions of bottles of Tylenol and
other popular consumer medicines.
On Tuesday, J&J said the massive recalls would trim its full-year
earnings and said it was the subject of a criminal investigation by the
U.S. prosecutor in Philadelphia.
Morningstar analyst Damien Conover said there is ‘a remote chance’
the problems at the Lancaster plant, enumerated by the FDA on
Wednesday, could also force J&J to shut it down.
‘Today’s report highlights the problems, which make J&J’s situation
a little more hairy,’ Conover said. ‘But it’s hard to tell if they will
warrant suspension or closure of the Lancaster facility.’
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FDA SAYS INFORMATION WAS HARD TO GET
The new FDA report listed 12 shortcomings uncovered by agency
inspectors who visited the Lancaster site in late June and early July.
Records related to drug production ‘were not made readily available
for authorized inspection,’ the report said. FDA inspectors said they
had to request information on specific topics as many as 10 times
before receiving full information.
‘Clearly the FDA doesn’t feel the responses to their questions were
timely, or in some cases adequate and thinks the quality control
processes were not effective,’ said Wald.
Overall, Wald said the FDA observations focus on the quality of
documentation being performed at the plant, rather than dirt or
contaminated products – more serious types of problems cited by
FDA at the now-closed J&J Fort Washington, Pennsylvania plant.
J&J on Tuesday cut its 2010 profit forecast because of the repeated
recalls of painkillers Tylenol and Motrin and the allergy drugs
Benadryl and Zyrtec and the expense of revamping the deficient Fort
Washington plant. J&J said the facility will be out of commission
until the second half of 2011.
Johnson & Johnson on Monday confirmed it had been cited by
regulators for problems at the Lancaster plant. On Wednesday, the
company repeated an earlier statement that it ‘takes the issues raised
by the agency seriously’ and will address the concerns as quickly as
possible. (Emphasis added).
232.

On this news, shares of the Company’s stock declined $1.46 per share to close at

$57.12 per share on July 21, 2010.
233.

As the market digested news regarding the materialization of J&J’s quality control

failures and the adverse impact on the Company’s bottom line as reported in news articles, SEC
filings and Congressional hearings from April 19, 2010 to July 21, 2010, J&J’s stock price declined
from a Class Period high of $66.03 per share to $57.12 per share, or 13.5 percent.
VIII. POST CLASS PERIOD EVENTS

234.

On August 11, 2010, in a filing with the SEC, Defendants disclosed that J&J was

subject to civil investigative demands from multiple state Attorneys General offices regarding the
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recall of various McNeil products and the FDA inspections of the Fort Washington and Lancaster,
Pennsylvania manufacturing facilities.
235.

On August 19, 2010, Fortune magazine released the findings of its investigation into

quality issues at J&J in an article entitled, “Why J&J’s headache won’t go away.” Through
interviews with more than 30 former J&J and McNeil employees, and review of employment tax
records in the township in which the Fort Washington plant is located, the investigation shed light on
organizational and personnel changes that had transpired at the Company subsequent to the PCH
acquisition, which resulted in its recurrent quality-control problems and recent string of product
recalls.
236.

On September 30, 2010, Congress convened a second hearing regarding the

protracted, systemic lapse of quality control at J&J. Defendants Weldon and Goggins represented
J&J at the hearing and were questioned about the multiple “adverse events” at J&J and its McNeil
division during the Class Period.
237.

At the September 30, 2010 Congressional hearing, in an abrupt turnabout from

Goggins’ prior Congressional testimony, neither Weldon nor Goggins denied that J&J had engaged
in an inappropriate stealth recall of defective product. In fact, Weldon acknowledged that the
undisclosed recall was improper:
Unfortunately, we did not notify the FDA that we would be
purchasing this product. That was a mistake we made. We firmly
admit that ... we made a mistake. We should have notified them that
we would be taking these products ... off the shelves.
238.

Weldon admitted multiple mistakes with respect to J&J’s quality control and delay in

reporting serious defects in its OTC medicinal products. Congressman Kucinich chastised Weldon
about the “pattern of concealment” at J&J and the phantom recall, as follows:
Mr. Chairman, what we have here, I think, is a pattern of
concealment. Now, one of the things I’m concerned about, you
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know, with all due respect to Mr. Weldon, your testimony
presentation has all the earmarks of coaching from these spin doctors
who help corporate executives put a good face on misconduct to say,
“OK. I admit, you know, throw yourself on the mercy on the court,
we did wrong.” But wait a minute. There’s a pattern of
concealment here. You can’t call that pattern a mistake.
239.

Because of Defendants’ pattern of concealment, which included issuing material false

and misleading statements and omissions during the Class Period, J&J’s stock price traded at
artificially traded prices in the short term, and J&J’s Company image was forever tarnished.
IX. ADDITIONAL FACTS SUPPORTING DEFENDANTS’ SCIENTER
240.

As alleged herein, during the Class Period J&J and its executive officers, including its

CEO, CFO, and Consumer Group Chairman—all of whom were members of the Company’s
Executive Committee during the Class Period—acted with scienter. Similarly, as further alleged
herein, during the Class Period, Luther, who was McNeil’s President, and other J&J executives acted
with scienter.
241.

Specifically, the Individual Defendants and other Company executives knew, or were

reckless in not knowing, that the public documents and statements issued or disseminated in the
name of the Company contained untrue statements of material fact, and omitted to state material
facts necessary in order to make the statements made, in the light of the circumstances in which they
were made, not misleading. Defendants disregarded that the public documents and statements issued
or disseminated during the Class Period in the name of the Company, as alleged above, were
materially false and misleading and omitted material information that was necessary to avoid
misleading investors. The Individual Defendants knew, or were reckless in not knowing, that such
statements or documents would be issued or disseminated to the investing public; and knowingly
participated or acquiesced in the issuance or dissemination of such statements or documents as
primary violations of the federal securities laws.
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242.

The Individual Defendants participated in the misconduct and knowing and reckless

scheme alleged herein, by virtue of: (i) their receipt and knowledge of information reflecting the true
facts regarding J&J and McNeil, including, but not limited to, the Company’s reckless approach to
quality control and internally documented concerns about quality control; the Company’s inadequate
and untimely responses to consumer complaints of defective drug products; the Company’s failure to
remedy manufacturing control deficiencies at McNeil’s Fort Washington, Lancaster, and Las Piedras
facilities; the undisclosed phantom recalls of defective Motrin conducted in 2009; and reckless,
excessive cost-cutting measures in the Consumer segment that deliberately emphasized profit
margins over product quality and safety; (ii) their control over, and/or review, modification and/or
participation in the preparation of J&J’s and McNeil’s materially misleading public misstatements;
and/or (iii) their associations and positions with the Company, which made them privy to
confidential proprietary information concerning J&J and McNeil.
A.

Weldon

243.

Defendant Weldon was J&J’s CEO and Chairman of the Board of Directors

throughout the Class Period. He also was a member of and Chairman of J&J’s Executive Committee
throughout the Class Period. In his capacity as CEO, Weldon signed the Company’s Annual Reports
filed with the SEC on Form 10-K, and certified their truth and accuracy pursuant to Sarbanes-Oxley.
Weldon’s Sarbanes-Oxley certificates were attached to J&J’s Form 10-K filings for the years 2008
and 2009, certifying that the information contained in the Company’s financial statements fairly
presented in all material respects the financial condition and results of J&J’s operations.
244.

Weldon’s conscious knowledge of his materially false and misleading public

statements and omissions during the Class Period arises from his direct receipt of the January 15,
2010 FDA Warning Letter which, as alleged fully herein, put him on clear notice of the pervasive
quality control problems, deficiencies and violations at the McNeil Puerto Rico plant. Given the
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sheer magnitude of the widespread recalls of J&J’s marquee OTC brand medicines during the Class
Period, it is impossible to imagine that J&J’s CEO and Executive Committee Chairman can
plausibly claim that he was unaware of the dire situation arising from the Company’s lax quality
control.
245.

Weldon, as CEO and a member of the Executive Committee, knew that Goggins and

other Consumer Group executives had no prior OTC medicine quality control and regulation
experience, and yet he was responsible for placing Goggins in charge of the PCH acquisition
integration and the change in reporting structure for quality control at McNeil, which perilously
impaired quality control during the Class Period. The fact that Weldon recklessly failed to
implement adequate controls and protections over quality as financial targets were prioritized over
the protection of J&J’s OTC medicines supports a strong inference of scienter.
246.

In addition, the fact that Weldon refused to appear in May 2010 to testify and

cooperate with the House Committee’s investigation of the facts and circumstances giving rise to the
Company’s serial OTC product recalls, is further probative of his conscious and reckless disregard of
the material omissions that severely impacted the Company, as alleged herein. When Weldon later
appeared to testify before the House Committee on September 30, 2010, he admitted: “we have
learned a very important lesson and, as you said, in 2008, there were adverse events reported that
we knew.” Weldon further admitted in his testimony that the Company had conducted phantom
recalls of defective Motrin tablets produced at the Las Piedras plant without disclosing the recalls to
the public, stating: “Unfortunately, we did not notify the FDA that we would be purchasing this
product. That was a mistake we made. We firmly admit that ... we made a mistake. We should
have notified them that we would be taking these products ... off the shelves.”
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247.

Defendant Weldon therefore had knowledge of, or consciously and recklessly

disregarded, the Company’s quality control problems at McNeil, and that these problems had caused
J&J to distribute defective OTC medicines, which were not timely reported to the FDA, to the Public
or to investors. Weldon likewise knew or consciously and recklessly disregarded that the phantom
recalls and other material facts were misrepresented in, or omitted from, the Company’s public
statements, as alleged herein.
248.

Further probative of Weldon’s scienter is the magnitude of his incentive-based

compensation during the Class Period. According to the Company’s Proxy Statement filed with the
SEC on March 17, 2010 (the “Proxy Statement”), Weldon received total compensation in the amount
of $30.8 million for 2009, and $29.1 million for 2008. The Company’s Proxy Statement provides
details regarding J&J’s executive compensation structure. Weldon earned more than $12 million in
non-equity incentive compensation in 2008 and 2009, which was more than one-third of his total
compensation. These massive bonuses created strong incentives for Weldon to conceal the impact of
aggressive cost cutting on the Company’s failed quality controls and the true nature of the
operational sales and margins of the Company’s Consumer segment during the Class Period.
249.

Further according to the Company’s Proxy Statement, incentive awards were paid

15% in stock and 85% in cash for Weldon and other executive officers, and Weldon’s performance
targets were tied to several financial metrics, including operational sales growth and earnings per
share growth. To meet these targets, Weldon had a direct and personal financial interest in
suppressing and delaying recalls of defective products. Therefore, he was highly motivated to
conceal the false and misleading statements alleged herein to protect not only his positions at J&J,
but also his lucrative compensation package. As alleged above, Weldon made materially false and
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misleading statements during investor conference calls and in J&J’s annual press release disclosing
the Company’s operational results.
B.

Caruso

250.

Defendant Caruso was J&J’s CFO and a member of the Company’s Executive

Committee throughout the Class Period. In his capacity as CFO, Caruso signed the Company’s
Annual Reports filed with the SEC on Form 10-K, and certified their truth and accuracy pursuant to
Sarbanes-Oxley. Caruso’s Sarbanes-Oxley certificates were attached to J&J’s Form 10-K filings for
the years 2008, 2009, certifying that the information contained in the Company’s financial
statements fairly presented in all material respects the financial condition and results of J&J’s
operations. Caruso additionally signed and certified the Company’s quarterly reports on Form 10-Q
that were filed with the SEC during the Class Period. Caruso reported during quarterly and annual
earning conference calls with analysts and investors on the Company’s results and events impacting
the Company’s financial performance. As alleged above, Caruso made materially false and
misleading statements during investor conference calls and presentations and in J&J’s annual press
release disclosing the Company’s operational results.
251.

The overall corporate financial strategy was the responsibility of Defendant Caruso.

He consistently represented to analysts and investors during the Class Period that J&J possessed a
strong focus on cost control. The Company’s intense focus on cost control, and Caruso’s position on
the Executive Committee, alerted Caruso to the fact that his public reports regarding the lack of any
disruption to the Company’s business from cost cutting omitted material information that
dangerously risked misleading investors. The fact that Caruso could report costs to the dollar in
financial reporting periods and on earnings conference calls renders it untenable that he, as the CFO,
was unaware that J&J was recklessly engaged in cost cutting during the Class Period. Caruso knew
or consciously and recklessly disregarded the effects of the cost cutting on McNeil’s quality controls
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and products. Caruso further knew or recklessly disregarded that J&J’s “top-down” cost cutting
mandates had contributed to the defects in and recalls of products manufactured at the Fort
Washington and Puerto Rico plants.
252.

As a member of the Executive Committee, Caruso also knew that Goggins and other

Consumer Group executives had no prior OTC medicine quality control and regulation experience,
and yet he and other members of the Executive Committee placed Goggins in charge of the PCH
acquisition integration and the change in reporting structure for quality control at McNeil, which
perilously impaired quality control during the Class Period. The fact that Caruso recklessly failed to
implement adequate controls and protections over quality as financial targets were prioritized over
the protection of J&J’s OTC medicines supports a strong inference of scienter.
253.

Because the Executive Committee acted collectively to conduct J&J’s business and

received collectively the same information about J&J and McNeil’s operations at the same time,
Caruso, like the other Executive Committee members, was charged with a duty to be aware of and
monitor McNeil’s business, financial and operational condition, including its quality control. Armed
with this information, he had access to and knowledge of the CIP progress reports and requests for
funding for essential quality improvements, and therefore, had the opportunity, but failed, to ensure
that J&J’s public statements and SEC filings were not misleading and to correct any material
misstatements and omissions.
254.

Further probative of Caruso’s scienter is the magnitude of his incentive-based

compensation during the Class Period. According to the Company’s Proxy Statement filed with the
SEC on March 17, 2010 (the “Proxy Statement”), Caruso received total compensation in the amount
of $5.2 million for 2009, and $4.2 million for 2008. The Company’s Proxy Statement provides
details regarding J&J’s executive compensation structure. Caruso earned $2.2 million in non-equity
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incentive compensation in 2009 and $2.0 million in 2008, which was more than one-third ofhis total
compensation. These massive bonuses created strong incentives for Caruso to conceal the impact of
aggressive cost cutting on the Company’s failed quality controls and the true nature of the
operational sales and margins of the Company’s Consumer segment during the Class Period.
C.

Goggins

255.

Throughout the Class Period, Defendant Goggins was the Worldwide Chairman of

the Consumer Group of J&J, a division which included manufacturing and sale of McNeil’s OTC
medicine business. She also was a member of J&J’s Executive Committee throughout the Class
Period. As a member of the Executive Committee, Goggins was charged with responsibility for
creating financial targets for the Company, and specifically for the Consumer Group, which were
included in the Company’s reported guidance. Goggins recklessly imposed aggressive cost cuts on
McNeil, including in its quality assurance department, to boost the Company’s operational sales
growth, revenue and earnings. Goggins knew or consciously and recklessly disregarded that her
aggressive cost containment efforts had adversely impacted quality control during the Class Period.
Indeed, Goggins admitted to the House Committee that she and others at J&J knew about quality
control failures at McNeil during the first half of 2009.
256.

Goggins’ knowledge and reckless disregard of her and J&J’s materially false and

misleading public statements and omissions during the Class Period arises from her control over the
Consumer Group, including control over McNeil and quality assurance for the OTC medicines
manufactured at McNeil’s plants. Goggins’ statements prior to the Class Period bear on her
knowledge of the cost reductions and quality control personnel terminations that adversely impacted
McNeil’s quality assurance during the Class Period. Shortly after the PCH acquisition was
consummated in January 2007, Goggins represented to analysts, investors and consumers that J&J’s
cost containment efforts were having no adverse impact on J&J’s operations. Goggins, however,
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subsequently directed the integration of PCH in a manner that created undisclosed material risks to
McNeil’s quality assurance and OTC medicines. Goggins required the change in reporting structure
for quality control at McNeil, which perilously impaired quality control during the Class Period.
Goggins also mandated cost cuts in the quality assurance department at McNeil that unavoidably
necessitated cuts to key quality control personnel. The fact that Goggins recklessly failed to
implement adequate controls and protections over quality as financial targets were prioritized over
the protection of J&J’s OTC medicines supports a strong inference of scienter.
257.

In addition, Goggins directed the CIP initiatives that tracked internally at J&J the

progress of cost cuts and changes implemented to meet financial targets that Goggins and the
Executive Committee mandated. Given the sheer magnitude of the widespread recalls of J&J’s
marquee OTC brand medicines during the Class Period, it is impossible to imagine that J&J’s
Consumer Group leader, who also was a member of the Company’s Executive Committee, can
plausibly claim that he was unaware of the dire situation arising from the Company’s lax quality
control.
258.

The January 15, 2010 FDA Warning Letter and “extraordinary meeting” with the

FDA to discuss the issues raised in this letter put Goggins on clear notice of the pervasive quality
control problems, deficiencies and violations at McNeil plants. Goggins, along with Luther and a
number of quality assurance executives from J&J, attended the February 19, 2010 meeting with the
FDA to discuss the seriously deficient culture of compliance at McNeil and J&J. According to the
Congressional testimony of FDA Principal Deputy Commissioner Sharfstein, the “FDA requested
that senior officials from Johnson & Johnson attend the meeting over the heads of McNeil
executives” so they would be on notice regarding the FDA’s “driving concerns” about whether the
Company’s culture “supported a robust quality system to ensure the purity, potency and safety of its
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products.” Sharfstein testified that during this “extraordinary meeting,” the FDA discussed
numerous compliance problems observed at McNeil and specifically raised concerns about the 2009
phantom recalls of Motrin. In particular, the FDA was troubled that “the company had paid a
contractor to go into retail stores across the country to purchase all available products while acting
like a regular customer and not disclosing what was going on.”
259.

Defendant Goggins therefore had knowledge of the Company’s quality control

problems at McNeil, and that these problems had caused J&J to distribute defective OTC medicines,
which were not timely reported to the FDA, to the public or to investors. Goggins likewise knew or
consciously and recklessly disregarded that the phantom recalls and other material facts regarding
recalls were misrepresented in, or omitted from, the Company’s public statements, as alleged herein.
260.

Even more egregiously, Defendant Goggins falsely and recklessly testified before the

House Committee on May 27, 2010 that she had no knowledge of the phantom recalls conducted in
2009. When asked by House Committee Chairman Towns whether the Company had “contractors
go back to stores and buy medicine instead of recalling the medicine?”, Goggins unequivocally
replied: “No, we didn’t... I know nothing about that, sir.” This testimony was patently false and
misleading in light of the internal J&J documents and e-mails among Luther and J&J executives
planning and designing the phantom recalls.
261.

Goggins further testified to the House Committee that headcount at McNeil was “flat”

in response to a direct question whether quality control personnel had been reduced at McNeil.
Goggins’ false and misleading testimony before Congress demonstrates her conscious and reckless
disregard for the truth. In so testifying, Goggins created an obvious risk of further misleading the
public and investors.
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262.

Further probative of Goggins’ scienter is the magnitude of her incentive-based

compensation during the Class Period. According to the Company’s Proxy Statement filed with the
SEC on March 17, 2010 (the “Proxy Statement”), Goggins received total compensation in the
amount of $8.3 million for 2009, and $7.8 million for 2008. The Company’s Proxy Statement
provides details regarding J&J’s executive compensation structure. Goggins earned more than $3.7
million in non-equity incentive compensation in 2008 and 2009, which was more than one-third of
her total compensation. These massive bonuses created strong incentives for Goggins to conceal the
impact of aggressive cost cutting on the Company’s failed quality controls and the true nature ofthe
operational sales and margins of the Company’s Consumer segment during the Class Period.
263.

According to the Proxy Statement, under Goggins’ leadership, “the Consumer Group

delivered solid financial results and outpaced the competitor composite on Sales and Net Income. As
part of the continued effort to integrate Pfizer Consumer Healthcare, all integration initiatives have
met or exceeded their 2008 target goals including: synergy savings.” Further according to the
Company’s Proxy Statement, incentive awards were paid 15 percent in stock and 85 percent in cash
for Goggins and other executive officers, and Goggins’ performance targets were tied to several
financial metrics, including operational sales growth and earnings per share growth. Therefore, she
was highly motivated to conceal the false and misleading statements alleged herein to protect not
only her positions at J&J, but also her lucrative compensation package.
264.

The Proxy Statement states that Goggins had a financial target to increase operational

sales growth of 8.1 percent to 9.9 percent in 2008, which she met by reporting growth of 8.3 percent,
according to the Proxy Statement. The following year, Goggins had a financial target to increase
operational sales growth by an additional of 3.2 percent to 4 percent in 2009. Meeting sales targets
would trigger lavish cash and stock bonuses for Goggins. These financial targets created a direct and
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personal financial interest for Goggins to suppress and delay recalls of defective products. When
reporting financial results for the Consumer Group to be included in J&J’s earnings releases, annual
reports and SEC filings, Goggins knew and recklessly disregarded that these quality assurance
deficiencies resulted in repeated recalls of OTC brand medicines during the Class Period. Goggins
also knew and recklessly disregarded that aggressive cost cutting in connection with the PCH
acquisition during the Class Period had eroded quality assurances in an already strained quality
environment at McNeil. As the Consumer Group business leader for J&J, Goggins knew that the
Company was sacrificing quality control to manage costs and improve margins. Goggins also was
responsible for reductions in quality assurance personnel during the Class Period, which she knew or
recklessly disregarded had contributed to the defects in and recalls of products manufactured at the
Fort Washington and Puerto Rico plants. Goggins also consciously disregarded that McNeil’s press
releases provided materially false and misleading information about the true nature and cause ofthe
recalls; the scope of the systemic quality failures at McNeil; and the Company’s response to the lax
culture of compliance throughout the Class Period.
265.

On September 16, 2011, J&J announced in a press release that Goggins had resigned,

stating that she was retiring. The suspicious timing of Goggins’ departure from the Company is
further evidence of her scienter.
D.

Luther

266.

Defendant Luther was President of McNeil and a member of its Board of Directors

beginning in January 2009. As part of the J&J conglomerate, during the Class Period, McNeil and
OTC sales contributed $5.8 billion of the $15.8 billion in total Consumer segment annual revenues.
Among other things, Luther was responsible for manufacturing practices, marketing and sales for all
of J&J’s products produced at the McNeil facilities. Sales from consumer products produced at
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McNeil’s Fort Washington plant alone generated approximately $650 million to J&J’s annual
revenues.
267.

During the Class Period, Luther played an integral part in providing to investors and

the public information regarding McNeil and the manufacturing, sale and recalls of J&J’s OTC
medicines. As the President of the McNeil, Luther was the individual with principal responsibility
for ensuring that the Company’s statements were accurate and truthful. Through J&J’s and
McNeil’s press releases, Luther provided materially false and misleading information regarding the
Company’s systemic quality control deficiencies and actions taken to redress the same. On June 4,
2009, Luther directly received from the FDA a Form 483 report resulting from the FDA’s inspection
during May 19, 2009 through June 4, 2009, citing “Inspectional Observations.” The Form 483
expressly had a box filled in on the form requiring:: “Name and Title of Individual To Whom Report
Was Issued” and below was typed in “To: Peter B. Luther, President.” The FDA’s Observations
included the appearance of a leak around a metal beam with rust and chipping leak above the “Dry
Granulation/Dry Blend” area in the FDA’s physical inspection of the Fort Washington plant. The
FDA also observed at the same facility that the quality assurance department had failed to “reject
any lot of components that did not meet the appropriate written specifications for identity, strength,
quality, and purity.” In addition, the Form 483 indicated that procedures for handling “all written
and oral complaints regarding a drug product are not followed.” By way of example, one specific
incident noted was that complaints receive on Children’s Tylenol products were classified only as an
“Adverse Event” without a complete investigation and without performing batch quality reviews or
trend analysis.
268.

Luther directly received the January 15, 2010 FDA Warning Letter described herein,

and thus he had actual knowledge of the FDA’s serious concerns about quality in the domain that
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Luther controlled. Luther also attended the “extraordinary meeting” with the FDA in February 19,
2010, during which the FDA admonished Luther and Goggins for the Company’s lax culture of
compliance and failure to heed the FDA warnings about serious quality assurance deficiencies.
Luther knew and recklessly disregarded that these quality assurance deficiencies resulted in repeated
recalls of OTC brand medicines during the Class Period.
269.

Luther also knew and recklessly disregarded that aggressive cost cutting in

connection with the PCH acquisition during the Class Period had eroded quality assurances in an
already strained quality environment at McNeil. As a business leader for J&J, Luther knew that the
Company was sacrificing quality control to manage costs and improve margins. Luther informed the
FDA during the course of the May/June 2009 inspection that he “had ultimate responsibility for
manufacturing, sales and marketing” of J&J’s products produced at all of the McNeil sites, including
Fort Washington. Luther also was responsible for reductions in quality assurance personnel during
the Class Period, which he knew or recklessly disregarded had contributed to the defects in and
recalls of products manufactured at the Fort Washington and Puerto Rico plants. Luther also
consciously disregarded that McNeil’s press releases provided materially false and misleading
information about the true nature and cause of the recalls; the scope of the systemic quality failures
at McNeil; and the Company’s response to the lax culture of compliance throughout the Class
Period.
270.

These facts, among others described herein, demonstrate Luther’s knowledge of, or

conscious and reckless disregard for, the Company’s and McNeil’s quality control problems. In
addition, Luther supervised and directly participated in the undisclosed phantom recalls of defective
Motrin products in 2009 as evidenced by his e-mail communications of May 2009.
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271.

It was the undisclosed occurrence of the phantom recalls and quality control

breakdowns under Luther’s watch as President of McNeil which, among other things, rendered J&J’s
public statements during the Class Period false and misleading. Luther knew or consciously and
recklessly disregarded that material omissions related to these and other quality failures had
adversely impacted J&J’s sales, revenues, earnings, and ultimately the Company’s image.
272.

Luther reported directly to Marc Robinson, J&J’s Group Chairman of Consumer

Healthcare, who in turn reported directly to Goggins. In that capacity, Luther was responsible for
transmitting truthful and accurate information about McNeil’s operations, the PCH acquisition
integration and defective products recalls directly to J&J management, which information was used
by the Company in preparing SEC public filings and other public statements regarding the
Company’s and its subsidiaries’ businesses. Luther, therefore, controlled the context of the various
J&J SEC filings, McNeil press releases and other public statements alleged to contain material
misrepresentations and omissions about the quality control, recalls and extent of manufacturing
problems at McNeil, among other things, described herein.
273.

Luther also was responsible for providing false information to Congress regarding

OTC medicines produced at McNeil’s Fort Washington plant, telling Congressional investigators
that McNeil did not manufacture products for generic distribution, when in fact it did.
E.

The Company

274.

Defendant J&J acted with scienter through the acts and knowledge of the Company’s

individual officers, directors, Executive Committee members and employees, including the acts and
knowledge of the Individual Defendants alleged fully herein. Each of the Individual Defendants’
scienter can be fairly imputed to the Company. In addition, Weldon, Caruso and Goggins were
directly charged by the Company to, and did, disseminate public statements on behalf of J&J,
including the materially false and misleading statements and omissions alleged herein. Luther also
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was charged with, and did, disseminate public statements on behalf of J&J through McNeil press
releases, including the materially false and misleading statements and omissions alleged herein.
275.

Goggins appeared as J&J’s corporate representative at the Congressional hearings in

May 2010, and she spoke on behalf of the Company in sworn testimony that the House Committee
found to be patently false as it was contradicted by internal documents and e-mails regarding the
phantom recalls. In addition, senior J&J officials were aware of the phantom recalls well before the
February 19, 2010 FDA meeting during which the agency’s compliance staff raised grave concerns
about the phantom recalls with Goggins, Luther and other senior J&J executives. As alleged fully
herein, in response to a May 27, 2009 e-mail from Luther requesting that the phantom recalls be
carried out “as soon as possible” and in a manner that does not “double our costs,” J&J Vice
President for Sales, Gary Benedict, told Luther that he wanted more information regarding the
phantom recalls. In addition, as alleged fully herein, sales strategy directors at J&J and members of
the Company’s legal department developed written instructions for “stealth” contractors hired by the
Company to clandestinely carry out the phantom recalls. These communications demonstrate that
J&J knew that the Motrin product was not safe and would be silently recalled without a word to the
public. Moreover, the deliberate orchestration of the phantom recalls by Company executives is
strong circumstantial evidence of the Company’s scienter.
X. ADDITIONAL ALLEGATIONS OF LOSS CAUSATION
276.

Defendants’ unlawful conduct alleged herein directly caused the losses incurred by

Lead Plaintiff and the Class. Throughout the Class Period, the price of J&J’s common stock was
artificially inflated as a direct result of Defendants’ materially false and misleading statements and
omissions. The false and misleading statements and omissions set forth above were widely
disseminated to the market, investment analysts, and the investing public.
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277.

Beginning on April 20, 2010 through the end of the Class Period, the adverse

financial impact of and true facts regarding J&J’s quality control failures and the circumstances
surrounding its defective product recalls gradually became known to investors and the market
through a series of partial corrective disclosures and a steady stream of incomplete news and
information. By making contemporaneous additional misstatements in connection with these partial
disclosures or by failing, through continuing omissions, to reveal the full degree of falsity or the
misleading nature of all statements at one time, Defendants caused artificial inflation to remain in
J&J’s common stock throughout the Class Period.
278.

As the true facts about J&J’s quality control failures and the circumstances

surrounding its defective product recalls gradually leaked out and became known to the market and
the materialization of the risks that had been concealed by Defendants occurred, the price of J&J’s
common stock declined as the artificial inflation was gradually removed from the market price of the
securities, causing substantial damage to Lead Plaintiff and the members of the Class.
279.

In total, between April 19 and July 21, 2010, J&J’s stock price declined from a Class

Period high of $66.03 per share to $57.12 per share, or 13.5 percent. These stockprice declines were
proximately caused by Defendants’ material misrepresentations and omissions, as the disclosing
events during this period gradually informed investors of the truth about the full extent of J&J’s
quality control failures, and the materializations of the risks concealed by Defendants were exposed.
These disclosing events and materializations of previously concealed risks and the resultant declines
in J&J’s stock price include, but are not limited to, those alleged fully above in Sections VI and VII.
280.

It was entirely foreseeable to J&J and the Individual Defendants that concealing from

the public (i) the Company’s reckless approach to quality control and internally documented
concerns about quality control, (ii) the Company’s inadequate and untimely responses to consumer
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complaints of defective drug products, (iii) the Company’s failure to remedy manufacturing control
deficiencies at McNeil’s Fort Washington, Pennsylvania facility, Lancaster, Pennsylvania facility
and Las Piedras, Puerto Rico facility, (iv) the phantom recalls, and (v) misguided, excessive costcutting measures in the Consumer segment that emphasized profit margins over product quality and
safety, would artificially inflate the price of J&J’s common stock. It was similarly foreseeable that
the ultimate disclosure of this information and the materialization of the concealed risks created by
J&J’s quality control lapses and Defendants’ failure to make the necessary corrective actions, would
cause the price of J&J’s securities to decline as the inflation caused by the Company’s earlier
misstatements and misleading omissions was removed from the stock price.
281.

Accordingly, the conduct of the Defendants as alleged herein proximately caused

foreseeable losses under the Exchange Act to Lead Plaintiff and members of the Class.
XI. PLAINTIFFS ARE ENTITLED TO A PRESUMPTION OF RELIANCE
282.

The market for J&J’s securities was open, well-developed and efficient at all relevant

times. As a result of these materially false and misleading statements and material omissions, J&J’s
securities traded at artificially-inflated prices during the Class Period. Lead Plaintiff and other
members of the Class purchased or otherwise acquired J&J securities relying upon the integrity of
the market price of J&J’s securities and market information relating to J&J, and have been damaged
thereby.
283.

During the Class Period, Defendants misled the investing public, thereby inflating the

price of J&J’s securities, by publicly issuing false and misleading statements and omitting to
disclose material facts necessary to make Defendants’ statements, as set forth herein, not false and
misleading. Said statements and omissions were materially false and misleading in that they failed
to disclose material adverse information and misrepresented the truth about the Company, its
business and operations, as alleged herein.
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284.

At all relevant times, the material misrepresentations and omissions particularized in

this Complaint directly or proximately caused or were a substantial contributing cause of the
damages sustained by Lead Plaintiff and other members of the Putative Class. Defendants’
materially false and misleading statements during the Class Period resulted in Lead Plaintiff and
other members of the Putative Class purchasing the Company’s securities at artificially inflated
prices, thus causing the damages complained of herein.
285.

At all relevant times, the market for J&J’s securities was an efficient market for the

following reasons, among others:
a.

J&J common stock met the requirements for listing, and was listed and

actively traded, on the New York Stock Exchange (Ticker: “JNJ”), a highly efficient market;
b.

J&J common stock was heavily traded during the Class Period, with an

average daily trading volume of approximately 14 million shares;
c.

J&J regularly communicated with public investors by established market

communication mechanisms, including through regular dissemination of press releases on the
national circuits of major newswire services and through other wide-ranging public disclosures, such
as communications with the financial press and other similar reporting services. J&J was also a
frequent presenter at conferences attended and monitored by stock analysts in the United States. J&J
has no fewer than 20 investment analysts who follow the Company, all of whom are with respected
and influential firms; and
d.

As a result, the market for J&J securities promptly digested current

information with respect to J&J from all publicly-available sources and reflected such information in
J&J stock price. Under these circumstances, all purchasers of J&J common stock during the Class
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Period suffered similar injury through their purchase of stock at artificially-inflated prices and a
presumption of reliance applies.
XII. THE STATUTORY SAFE HARBOR IS NOT AVAILABLE TO DEFENDANTS
286. The statutory safe harbor provided for forward-looking statements under certain
circumstances does not apply to any of the allegedly false statements pleaded in this Complaint. The
statements alleged to be false and misleading herein all relate to then-existing facts and conditions.
In addition, to the extent certain of the statements alleged to be false may be characterized as
forward looking, they were not identified as “forward-looking statements” when made, there was no
statement made with respect to any of those representations forming the basis of this Complaint that
actual results “could differ materially from those projected,” and there were no meaningful
cautionary statements identifying important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially
from those in the purportedly forward-looking statements. In the alternative, to the extent that the
statutory safe harbor is intended to apply to any forward-looking statements pleaded herein,
Defendants are liable for those false forward looking statements because at the time each of those
forward-looking statements were made, the speaker had actual knowledge that the forward-looking
statement was materially false or misleading, and/or the forward-looking statement was authorized
or approved by an executive officer of J&J who knew that the statement was false when made.
XIII. CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS
287. Lead Plaintiffbrings this as a class action pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure
23(a) and (b)(3) on behalf of a putative Class consisting of all persons who purchased J&J common
stock during the Class Period, and who were thereby damaged (the “Class”). Excluded from the
Class are Defendants, officers and directors of the Company or its subsidiaries or affiliates, members
of the immediate families of the Individual Defendants and each of their legal representatives, heirs,
successors or assigns and any entity in which any Defendant has or has had a controlling interest.
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288. This action is properly maintainable as a class action because:
a.

Joinder of all members is impracticable because members of the Class are so

numerous and are dispersed throughout the United States and other countries. While the exact
number of Class members is unknown to Lead Plaintiff at this time and can only be ascertained
through appropriate discovery, Lead Plaintiffbelieves that Class members number in the thousands.
Indeed, J&J had more than 2.7 billion shares of stock outstanding during the Class Period.
Throughout the Class Period, the Company’s common stock was actively traded on the New York
Stock Exchange National Market (an open and efficient market) under the symbol “JNJ”;
b.

Lead Plaintiff’s claims are typical of those of all members of the Class

because all have been similarly affected by Defendants’ actionable conduct in violation of federal
securities laws as alleged herein;
c.

Lead Plaintiff will fairly and adequately protect the interests of the Class and

has retained counsel competent and experienced in class action litigation. Lead Plaintiff has no
interests antagonistic to, or in conflict with, the Class that Lead Plaintiff seeks to represent;
d.

A class action is superior to other available methods for the fair and efficient

adjudication of the claims asserted herein because joinder of all members is impracticable.
Furthermore, because the damages suffered by individual members of the Class may be relatively
small, the expense and burden of individual litigation make it virtually impossible for Class members
to redress the wrongs done to them. The likelihood of individual Class members prosecuting separate
claims is remote;
e.

Lead Plaintiff does not anticipate any unusual difficulties in the management

of this action as a class action; and
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f.

The questions of law and fact common to the members of the Class

predominate over any questions affecting individual members of the Class.
289. Among the questions of law and fact common to the Class are:
a.

whether Defendants’ acts and/or omissions as alleged herein violated the

federal securities laws;
b.

whether Defendants’ public statements and filings in the Class Period

misrepresented and omitted material facts;
c.

whether Defendants acted with knowledge or with reckless disregard for the

truth in misrepresenting and/or omitting material facts;
d.

whether Defendants participated in and pursued the common course of

conduct complained of herein;
e.

whether the market price of the Company’s securities was inflated artificially

as a result of Defendants’ material misrepresentations and omissions during the Class Period; and
f.

to what extent the members of the Class have sustained damages and the

proper measure of damages.
COUNTI
For Violations of Section 10(b)
of the Exchange Act and Rule 10b-5 Against All Defendants
290. Lead Plaintiff repeats and realleges the above allegations as if set forth fully herein.
291. During the Class Period, Defendants disseminated or approved the materially false
and misleading statements and omissions set forth above, which they knew or recklessly disregarded
were misleading in that they contained material misrepresentations and failed to disclose material
facts necessary in order to make the statements made, in light of the circumstances under which they
were made, not misleading.
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292.

Defendants violated Section 1 0(b) of the Exchange Act and Rule 1 0b-5 in that they:

(i) employed devices, schemes, and artifices to defraud; (ii) made untrue statements of material facts
or omitted to state material facts necessary in order to make the statements made, in light of the
circumstances under which they were made, not misleading; and/or (iii) engaged in acts, practices,
and a course of business that operated as a fraud or deceit upon Lead Plaintiff and members of the
Class in connection their purchases or acquisitions of J&J common stock during the Class Period.
293.

Defendants are liable for all materially false and misleading statements and omissions

made during the Class Period, as alleged fully above in Section V and VI. These statements were
materially false and misleading because, among other things, they misrepresented the financial
performance of J&J’s Consumer segment, J&J’s commitment to the safety of its customers, the
manner in which the Company earned profits, and the circumstances surrounding the Company’s
product recalls, and they omitted material information regarding, among other things, J&J’s quality
control failures, product defects, cost-cutting measures and phantom recalls, which rendered these
statements materially false and misleading.
294.

As described above, Defendants acted with scienter throughout the Class Period, in

that they either had actual knowledge of the misrepresentations and omissions of material facts set
forth herein, or acted with reckless disregard for the truth in that they failed to ascertain and disclose
the true facts, even though such facts were available to them. Specifically, Defendants knew or
should have known, among other things, that J&J’s manufacturing facilities and system of quality
control were deficient, the Company was selling defective drug products to consumers, and the
Company had initiated an undisclosed “phantom” recall of certain drug products.
295.

Lead Plaintiff and the Class have suffered damages in that, in reliance on the integrity

of the market, they paid artificially inflated prices for J&J securities. Lead Plaintiff and the Class
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would not have purchased J&J securities at the prices they paid, or at all, if they had been aware that
the market prices had been artificially and falsely inflated by Defendants’ misleading statements.
296.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants’ wrongful conduct, Lead Plaintiff and

the other members of the Class suffered damages in connection with their purchases of J&J
securities during the Class Period.
COUNT II
For Violations of Section 20(a)
of the Exchange Act Against Weldon, Caruso and Goggins
297.

Lead Plaintiff repeats and realleges the above allegations as if fully set forth herein.

298.

Defendants Weldon, Caruso and Goggins acted as control persons of J&J within the

meaning of Section 20(a) of the Exchange Act, as alleged herein. By virtue of their positions as
officers and/or directors of J&J, their status as members ofthe Company’s Executive Committee and
their exercise of the power to control public statements disseminated by J&J, Weldon, Caruso and
Goggins had the power and ability to control the actions of J&J, its officers and employees, and were
culpable participants in the conscious and reckless conduct alleged herein. By reason of such
conduct, Weldon, Caruso and Goggins are liable pursuant to Section 20(a) of the Exchange Act.
WHEREFORE, Lead Plaintiff, on behalf of itself and all other Class members, prays for
judgment as follows:
A.

A determination that this action is a proper class action and a certification of the Class

under Rule 23 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure;
B.

An award of compensatory damages in favor of Lead Plaintiff and the other Class

members against all Defendants for damages sustained as a result of Defendants’ wrongdoing,
including interest thereon;
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C.

An award to Lead Plaintiff and the Class of their reasonable costs and expenses

incurred in this action, including counsel fees, expert fees and other disbursements; and
D.

A grant of such other relief as the Court may deem just and proper.

Dated: March 11, 2011

CARELLA, BYRNE, CECCHI,
OLSTEIN, BRODY & AGNELLO, P.C.
Liaison Counsel for Lead Plaintiff
Sjunde AP-Fonden
By: /s/James E. Cecchi
JAMES E. CECCHI
Gregory M. Castaldo
Matthew L. Mustokoff
Lauren Wagner Pederson
Meredith Lambert
BARROWAY TOPAZ KESSLER
MELTZER & CHECK LLP
280 King of Prussia Road
Radnor, PA 19087
(610) 667-7706
Lead Counsel for Lead Plaintiff
Sjunde AP-Fonden
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JURY TRIAL DEMAND
Lead Plaintiff hereby demands a trial by jury as to all issues so triable.
Dated: March 11, 2011

CARELLA, BYRNE, CECCHI,
OLSTEIN, BRODY & AGNELLO, P.C.
Liaison Counsel for Lead Plaintiff
Sjunde AP-Fonden
By: /s/James E. Cecchi
JAMES E. CECCHI
Gregory M. Castaldo
Matthew L. Mustokoff
Lauren Wagner Pederson
Meredith Lambert
BARROWAY TOPAZ KESSLER
MELTZER & CHECK LLP
280 King of Prussia Road
Radnor, PA 19087
(610) 667-7706
Lead Counsel for Lead Plaintiff
Sjunde AP-Fonden
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Our re o
We believe our first responsibility is to the doctors, nurses and patients,
to mothers and fathers and all others who use our products and services.
In meeting their needs everything we do must be of high quality.
We must constantly strive to reduce our costs
in order to maintain reasonable prices.
Customers' orders must be serviced promptly and accurately.
Our suppliers and distributors must have an opportunity
to make a fair profit.
We are responsible to our employees,
the men and women who work with us throughout the world.
Everyone must be considered as an individual.
We must respect their dignity and recognize their merit.
They must have a sense of security in their jobs.
Compensation must be fair and adequate,
and working conditions clean, orderly and safe.
We must be mindful of ways to help our employees fulfill
their family responsibilities.
Employees must feel free to make suggestions and complaints.
There must be equal opportunity for employment, development
and advancement for those qualified.
We must provide competent management,
and their actions must be just and ethical.
We are responsible to the communities in which we live and work
and to the world community as well.
We must be good citizens — support good works and charities
and bear our fair share of taxes.
We must encourage civic improvements and better health and education.
We must maintain in good order
the property we are privileged to use,
protecting the environment and natural resources.
Our final responsibility is to our stockholders.
Business must make a sound profit.
We must experiment with new ideas.
Research must be carried on, innovative programs developed
and mistakes paid for.
New equipment must be purchased, new facilities provided
and new products launched.
Reserves must be created to provide for adverse times.
When we operate according to these principles,
the stockholders should realize a fair return.
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